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Foreword

The Dutch Presidency

The Dutch Presidency of the European Union comes at a time of great change in the EU and, as a result, the
challenges it will face during its semester will be significant. Although we are unlikely to see another landmark
treaty, similar to those that emerged from the previous two Dutch presidencies, it is by no means less important
for the future of Europe.

Inside the Dutch Presidency provides a synopsis of the Dutch Presidency’s priorities and the key issues for the
following semester in all policy areas. For this edition, we asked key Dutch stakeholders including multinational
enterprises and organisations to provide us with their views and perceptions of the upcoming Presidency. A
number of international companies such as AON, British Telecom, Philips, Royal Dutch Shell, P&O Nedlloyd,
Epson, DSM, Organon, TPG, Microsoft, Cisco kindly agreed to contribute, along with the Dutch Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Mr Ben Bot, Dutch Minister for Europe, Mr Atzo Nicolaï, European Commissioner Mr Frits Bolkestein, and
Ambassador of Turkey to the Netherlands, His Excellency Mr Tacan Ildem.

During the past months, we have received considerable support from the EU specialists within the Dutch
Ministries. A special word of thanks must go to the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Dutch Permanent
Representation to the European Union in Brussels whose cooperation was invaluable.

John Russell, chief executive Jurgen de Vries, director public affairs
Weber Shandwick in Brussels Weber Shandwick in The Hague
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About Weber Shandwick

Weber Shandwick is one of the world's leading public relations agencies. Located in the heart of The Hague and
in the European quarter in Brussels, immediately adjacent to the Dutch Parliament and European Parliament,
Weber Shandwick in Benelux has over seventy staff, comprised of twenty nationalities and working across six
practice areas as well as on horizontal policy issues and strategic communications campaigns.

The seventh in our series of guides to the Presidency of the European Union, Inside the Dutch Presidency reflects
today’s political environment in which the decision-making processes in The Hague and Brussels are getting
more and more intertwined. The changing dynamics between business and politics reflects our clients’ needs for
specialist advice. Our public affairs consultants do not only understand business, but also recognise how to deal
with public policy and the regulatory issues affecting them.

Our integrated public affairs campaigns have resulted in tangible outcomes for both national and international
clients. The co-production of Inside the Dutch Presidency is just one example of how we add value through
seamless cooperation. While many firms tout their ability to monitor and track legislation, Weber Shandwick goes
further. One of our strengths is a proven track record of involving important interest groups from industry to NGOs
in the political debate.

To find out more about Weber Shandwick and our global network, visit www.webershandwick.com

Weber Shandwick in Brussels Weber Shandwick in The Hague  
John Russell Jurgen de Vries
chief executive director public affairs
jrussell@webershandwick.com jdevries@webershandwick.com

Weber Shandwick Weber Shandwick
Park Leopold Koninginneborch
Rue Wiertz 50 Koninginnegracht 23
B-1050 Brussels 2514 AB Den Haag
Tel: +32 2 230 0775 Tel: +31 70 312 1070
Fax: +32 2 230 1496 Fax: +31 70 364 3770
www.webershandwick-eu.com www.webershandwick.nl 
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On 1 July 2004, the Netherlands will assume the Presidency of the Council of the European Union.

This Presidency comes at an important moment in the history of the European Union. Following the historic
Enlargement on 1 May 2004, the first priority for all 25 Member States is to prove to some 450 million citizens
that every day the Union brings greater stability, security, prosperity and well-being into the lives of each and
every one of them. In the second week of June, these citizens will elect a new European Parliament. Over the
summer, a new President-elect of the Commission will put together his or her team for the coming term of office,
starting on 1 November. At the same time, the EU is facing the challenge of further shaping its geographical,
institutional and financial future. All these circumstances make this Presidency – probably the last Dutch
Presidency as we know it today – a very special one indeed.

As to the geographic future of the Union, negotiations on the accession of Bulgaria and Romania will continue. At
its meeting in December, the European Council will address the question of whether Turkey has met the
Copenhagen criteria – a prerequisite for a decision to open accession negotiations with this country, with which
the European Community has long maintained an Association Agreement. In the second half of 2004, the Council
will give further attention to the Croatian application for membership.

On the institutional side, the European Council intends to conclude the Intergovernmental Conference on the
constitutional treaty at its meeting in June. Following a successful meeting, the EU will have to consider which
possible steps to take in view of the entry into force of this treaty.

Turning to the EU’s financial future, in addition to the usual preparations for the 2005 budget, the Member States
are expected to start their discussions on the new Financial Perspectives in the second half of 2004. The
outcome of these negotiations, which have to be concluded in 2005, will determine the size of its multi-annual
budget, the policies and matching structure of its annual budget and how the Union’s own financial resources will
be organised.

Within this context of exceptional circumstances and an ambitious common European agenda, the Dutch
Presidency will devote particular attention to a limited number of specific issues.

A first headline issue will be to press forward with the economic, social and environmental reforms set out in the
Lisbon Agenda. Here, we expect to prepare for the Mid-Term Review due in spring 2005 with a debate based on
a report produced by the group led by Wim Kok.

Introduction

by their Excellencies
Bernard Bot, Minister of Foreign Affairs (left), and
Atzo Nicolaï, Minister for European Affairs (right)
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A second priority issue of our Presidency will be to further develop the area of freedom, security and justice. This
is the time to connect internal and external security. Building on the progress made since the Tampere European
Council, the Union’s objective must be to deliver on agreed commitments and formulate forward-looking policies
for the next five to ten years in crucial areas such as asylum and migration, cooperation in the fight against
terrorism, and the management of our common external borders.

Our third priority is to continue to develop the international role of the European Union. To this end, the Union
must ensure effective coherence across the broad spectrum of external relations and implement the EU Security
Strategy. It should continue to promote an effective and efficient multilateral system. The EU will keep developing
its relations with its neighbours and other important partners such as China, India, and South Korea, for which
summit meetings are planned during the Dutch Presidency, the relations with Asia being further underlined by the
ASEM summit to be held in October 2004. And in line with the joint Irish-Dutch Operational Programme for 2004,
the Dutch Presidency will focus on the EU’s role in the transatlantic relationship, EU-Africa relations, human rights
and the development of European Security and Defence Policy, both in conflict prevention and in military
operations such as the planned replacement of SFOR by EUFOR in Bosnia. The Middle East peace process and
the situation in Africa will remain at the forefront of our concerns.

The Presidency will work closely with the European Parliament and the European Commission in carrying out our
Presidency Programme. We also seek to forge closer ties between the citizens of the Union and its institutions.

We welcome the independent initiative taken by the publishers of this Presidency Guide and hope this publication
will help readers to familiarise themselves with the wide-ranging agenda in each policy area during the second
half of 2004.



Even in this harsh European economic climate, the Dutch Presidency will continue to stress the importance of
compliance with the Stability and Growth Pact and of close monitoring of the budgetary situation in the Member
States. It will draw particular attention to the subjects of ageing and the sustainability of public finances.

Following the completion of the Financial Services Action Plan (FSAP), the Dutch Presidency will take stock of the
Commission’s recommendations as to the next steps for the full integration of financial markets, expected by
autumn 2004. It will help Member States define the follow-up strategy to the FSAP to improve market efficiency,
economic growth and welfare effects, based on the analysis of key areas where further financial integration
could deliver significant economic benefits.

The Dutch Presidency will also work on those legislative actions where progress needs to be made as a matter of
priority. This will cover on-going initiatives, such as:

•  The Transparency Directive, which still needs to be formally adopted

•  The 8th Company Law Directive on Audit, on which the Council Common position could be agreed by the
end of 2004 

•  The Reinsurance Directive, for which significant progress is also expected by the end of the year.

The Presidency will include a number of initiatives for which the Commission will shortly present proposals:

•  The Third Money Laundering Proposal for a directive, due to be adopted in June 2004

•  The Proposal on Retail Payments, due in June 2004

•  The revised Capital Adequacy Directive for banks and investment firms (“CAD III”), which is expected in July
2004 following the conclusion of the international Basle II Accord.

Hopefully an agreement between the International Accounting Standard Board (IASB) and the European
Commission will have been reached on the International Accounting Standards (IAS) when the Dutch government
takes the EU presidency. However, further political discussion between the Member States are not to be excluded
to enable companies to apply the new set of rules as from 1 January 2005.

The Presidency will also monitor the follow-up to the Commission’s policy statements on the regulation of UCITS
depositaries and on clearing and settlement.

Economic and Financial Affairs

by Anne-Françoise Lefèvre, Weber Shandwick
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The Commission’s main objective during the Dutch Presidency will be to press ahead with measures designed to
improve the EU’s competitiveness. These include:

•  Final adoption of the Proposal on recognition of professional qualifications to encourage labour and skills
mobility. Good progress is anticipated on the Services Proposal, in order to make it easier for businesses to
provide services across borders or set up a local establishment

•  The full delivery of the Financial Services Action Plan (FSAP) which will help to create an integrated EU
financial market, and related measures, in particular:

- The revised capital framework to increase the risk-sensitivity of banks’ and investments firms’
supervisory capital requirements

- The 8th Company Law Directive to reinforce audit quality and to restore trust in the statutory audit
function

- The 3rd Money Laundering Directive to expand the range of serious criminal offences concerning
money laundering and terrorist financing.

If necessary, the Commission trusts the Dutch Presidency will complete any unfinished business on the
Community Patent and on the Protection of Computer Implemented Inventions, which are crucial for innovation.

As far as taxation is concerned, some final work may be necessary during the Dutch Presidency on the “tax
package” in order to combat harmful tax competition. However, I hope that the core activity will be the reduction
of the administrative burden for companies and the fight against fraud and abuse.

In the company tax field, I hope that the Presidency will be able to make progress with proposals for a Code of
Conduct to eliminate double taxation in transfer pricing cases and for a common EU-wide tax base for
companies.

I welcome the Presidency’s announcement that it will devote attention to forthcoming Commission proposals for
the rationalisation and simplification of the VAT system, together with reduced VAT rates, as well as its proposal
to liberalise and simplify the excise duty rules on distance purchases and sales, and the forthcoming Commission
Communication on alcohol taxation.

As far as customs is concerned, the modification of the customs code to enhance security controls of goods
crossing EU borders and to modernise radically the customs legislation is a priority.

Finally, the Commission also hopes for significant progress on its Proposal to introduce a system for customs
controls on cash movements intended to counteract circumvention of the existing money laundering controls.

by Frits Bolkestein, European Commissioner for the 
Internal Market, Taxation and Customs Union



by Aurica Pripa, Weber Shandwick
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Enlargement and Beyond

The EU’s biggest ever single enlargement which culminates, with the first elected members of the European
Parliament from the new members arriving in June and Commissioner’s with portfolios taking office in November,
has reportedly been the best prepared.

All new Member States are expected to apply the body of EU legislation known as the acquis communautaire
from day one, except in the areas where they individually negotiated transitional periods during the accession
talks. Where necessary, the Commission will use safeguard clauses to protect the EU’s internal market or to start
infringement proceedings.

Throughout the Dutch Presidency, the EU will continue accession negotiations with Bulgaria and Romania as they
progress towards EU membership in 2007, provided they are ready. Both countries have to actively continue their
preparations and make further progress on the ground in order to be able to conclude negotiations by the end of
2004.

During the forthcoming Presidency, the EU will continue to support Turkey’s efforts to fulfil the Copenhagen
political criteria. The Commission will adopt a report and recommendation on Turkey’s EU accession in the
autumn, in time for the European Council to decide in December whether it fulfils these criteria. In the event of a
positive opinion, accession negotiations with Turkey will be opened without delay.

The Dutch Presidency will continue to support the reforms in the Western Balkans on the basis of the
Copenhagen political criteria and international commitments. The favourable opinion on Croatia, announced by
the Commission in April, is paving the way for the next enlargement wave to take in the Western Balkan states.
Decisions to launch the ‘acquis screening’ and to formally grant Croatia the status of candidate-Member State
are expected at the European Council in June. Meanwhile, the European Commission is preparing its opinion on
Macedonia’s EU accession, which will be announced in 2005.

The Presidency will also continue to negotiate Stabilisation and Association Agreements with Bosnia Herzegovina,
Serbia and Montenegro and Albania.



by HE Mr Tacan Ildem, Ambassador of Turkey to the Netherlands
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Under the Dutch Presidency, the EU will be dealing with many key issues, among them, a historic decision at the
end of this year on whether to initiate accession negotiations with Turkey. Turkey’s aspiration to accede to the EU
has become an important issue all over Europe, and Turkey has been aspiring to join the EU since signing the 1963
association agreement with the EEC.

Turkey has made remarkable reforms since being accorded EU candidate status in order to meet the Copenhagen
criteria and to start accession negotiations. In this context, we have extended the scope of basic rights and
freedoms and abolished the death penalty. Our Government has declared “zero tolerance” to torture or ill
treatment. Steps have been taken to expand the freedom of the press, strengthen the right to petition and enable
foundations to acquire property. Measures have been taken in order to monitor the implementation of these
legislative changes.

As to the sensitivity that Turkey’s accession could bring additional financial burden to the EU, I would like to stress
that this is not altogether accurate. The report entitled “Assessing the economic implications of Turkish accession
to the EU”, released in April by the Central Planning Bureau (CPB), concludes that Turkish accession to the EU is
expected to have a positive effect on the Dutch economy and Dutch exports to Turkey could increase by 20%.

It seems that Dutch public opinion is considering Turkey’s accession in the light of the integration problems of first
generation Turkish immigrants living in the Netherlands. We also observe a sensitivity concerning a possible wave of
migration from Turkey. Scientific studies, however, show that migration from Turkey will not be to the extent feared.
The CPB estimates that less than 11,000 Turks will come to the Netherlands during the first 15 years of membership.

I believe that it is to the advantage of the EU to embrace people with different religious and cultural backgrounds.
Turkey’s accession would help prevent religious fanaticism from growing stronger and help bridge the Muslim
world to the West - clear proof that democracy and modernity can go hand-in-hand with Islam.

The Cyprus question has so far inevitably come up in every discussion, but I have to stress that the resolution of
this question is not among the Copenhagen political criteria and the EU has agreed to the accession of “Cyprus”
even in the absence of an island settlement. Turkey has supported a negotiated settlement and encouraged the
Turkish Cypriots to reach an agreement on the basis of the UN’s plan. In the light of the referenda in Cyprus on 24
April 2004, where Turkish Cypriots voted in favour of the UN’s plan, it would not be fair to let the non-settlement of
the Cyprus question be exploited as a pretext to shy away from initiating accession negotiations with Turkey.

Turkey hopes to be judged on an equal footing with other candidate countries when the decision is made in
December 2004. I am confident that the Dutch Presidency will conduct its responsibility with a fair and objective
approach creating the necessary environment to base the decisions of the European Council on facts with a clear
strategic vision for the Union.
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by Nicolas Acker, Weber Shandwick
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After the tragic events in Madrid, continuing problems in Iraq and with two Dutch countrymen recently appointed
to key positions in these fields, defence and security will no doubt be one of the top priorities of the next EU
presidency.

Defence: In December 2003, Jaap de Hoop Scheffer, who until then was the Foreign Minister of the Balkenende
Government, was appointed Secretary General of NATO. This nomination should help ease the transition from a
NATO stabilisation force to a EU crisis management operation in Bosnia-Herzegovina, which will take place during
the Dutch Presidency. More generally, it should facilitate cooperation and coordination between the EU and NATO
on issues relating to crisis management and capability development, based on the so-called “Berlin Plus”
arrangements.

The ability of the EU to prevent and manage conflict situations outside its borders is a fundamental aspect of
coherent and effective engagement with the wider world. EU Defence Ministers meeting for an Informal Meeting
on 5-6 April 2004 approved the setting up of “tactical groups” for rapid reaction operations (or “battle groups”)
by 2007. While waiting for the process to be completed, the EU may decide to provide itself with two or three of
these groups by 2005, the creation of which the Dutch Presidency will supervise. Furthermore, the Union’s
planning cell for civilian and military operations becoming operational will coincide with the start of the Dutch
Presidency. Finally, the Dutch will organise an international conference on international military cooperation.

The on-going development of the EU’s capabilities, both in the military and in the civilian field will be a key
priority. The Dutch Presidency will focus on the development of military capabilities through the Headline Goal
2010 process and the Capability Development Mechanism (CDM), including the European Capability Action Plan
(ECAP). Furthermore, work will continue in 2004 towards creating an agency in the area of defence capabilities
development, research, acquisition and armaments.

Security: Security and the fight against terrorism, including its financing and the trafficking of weapons of mass
destruction by terrorist organisations, will of course continue to be a priority.

In light of this, on 25 March 2004 Heads of State and Governments decided to set up the post of a European
Union Coordinator against terrorism, appointing Gijs de Vries, former MEP and Dutch State Secretary for the
Interior and Kingdom Relations, in response to the shortcomings of Europe’s cooperation against terrorism.

The Dutch Presidency will also be in charge of developing the preparatory action that will lead to a research
programme in the field of security with a view to establishing a broad programme after 2007. The preparatory
action will last until 2006 with a financial allocation of 65 million, of which 15 million will be used for the
launch of the programme in 2004. A limited number of six to eight projects will be financed each year.

Defence and Security
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by John W.Th. van der Steen, CEO, Aon Netherlands
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Being a global risk management and human capital consultant as well as an insurance broker, we consider
safety and security as minimum requirements for our clients to do business. In the past few years the threat from
terrorism has changed dramatically, especially in Europe, where historically domestic terrorist groups like ETA
and the IRA posed the greatest threat. The recent rise to prominence of global terrorism has changed the security
climate worldwide. Such change in targets and methods include:

•  Political targets: Western Governmental, diplomatic and business symbols 

•  Economic targets: choosing targets in order to economically cripple or adversely impact a country

•  Symbolic targets: targeting national symbols and events to demoralise and instil fear

•  Movement: EU enlargement means new borders are opened up; free movement of people from east to west
presents challenges for counter terrorism on a wider scale, and possible border control issues.

In light of such changes, European governments, security services and businesses need to evolve to counter this
threat. On a macro level it has become essential for business to manage the risks they face in each market and
area they operate in. Companies need to understand the risks specific to their operation, to manage, mitigate,
transfer and, should the worst happen, respond. In order to do this, comprehensive risk assessments need to be
carried out so that the right counter terrorism risk management and crisis management programmes can be
implemented, and the optimal insurance and risk transfer solutions can be established. So in other words,
turning risk into reward.

A good example of this is the IMO (International Maritime Organisation) developing the ISPS (International Ship
and Port Facility Security) Code to provide better protection against terrorism for ships and port terminals. The EU
has adopted the international legislation of the IMO in a separate EU Security regulation. The code will take effect
on 1 July 2004, which means that ships and ports have to be properly prepared for the possibility of terrorist
attacks and other forms of crime by that date. Together with the Port of Rotterdam, Aon has developed de Port
Facility Security Toolkit. This web-based system enables terminal operators in the Rotterdam and other Dutch
port area to fulfil requirements of this international security code. By protecting their businesses from terrorism
threats it creates a more secure business environment.
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by Romit Jain, Weber Shandwick
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Development

The Dutch government is one of the few that gives the politically significant figure of 0.7% of its GDP in
development aid. But equally the Dutch Presidency will be the first full presidency with the ten new Member
States, whose enthusiasm for international development is tempered against their own needs for economic and
social development. How the latter demonstrates itself in practice remains to be seen.

In terms of the bigger picture, the Council will debate the Commission’s annual report on development
cooperation for 2003 under the Dutch Presidency, and in November there will be an orientation debate on
external policy in the General Affairs and External Relations Council with a view to setting priorities. The Dutch
Presidency will aim to integrate the different components of the EU’s foreign policy (CFSP, trade, aid). In many
ways, this could set the tone for the new Commission College arriving in November. Further integration of
developing countries in the world-economy is not only a mandate for Development ministers, but benefits from a
coherent approach involving other policy fields (such as trade, agriculture, migration). The Dutch will offer various
opportunities to put coherence issues on the political agenda. In addition, the Dutch Presidency will aim to work
out a more clearly defined policy framework for public-private partnerships at the European level.

The ten-year review of the International Conference on Population and Development offers the responsible Dutch
Minister, Van Ardenne, an opportunity to highlight sexual and reproductive health issues and pursue the goals set
out in 1994. Also, the Dutch Presidency will continue the work of the Irish of focusing on the development
aspects of HIV/ AIDS. They will place on the agenda the need for public information on AIDS and the accessibility
of sexual and reproductive healthcare in developing countries. Another priority will be for the corporate sector to
provide more help for the fight against AIDS and are expected to launch a public-private partnership on this.

Special emphasis will be given to the development needs of Africa where stagnation and regression have a hold
on parts of the continent. High priority will be given to poverty reduction, tackling AIDS/ HIV, economic growth and
peace and security in Africa.

The Dutch government views the key method to address international problems, such as peace and security,
poverty and disease is international cooperation through multi-lateral organisations and a strong role of the
United Nations. However, any EU position will be affected by the US presidential elections in November.
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by Peter Bakker, CEO Royal TPG

The Dutch government has been keen to see private sector companies play a greater role in international
development issues. And they are not alone: a recent survey held in 23 different countries found that almost
everywhere the public believes corporations should go beyond profit making and should “help build a better
society”.

At TPG N.V. we wholeheartedly endorse this approach. At the end of 2002, we established a groundbreaking
partnership with the United Nation’s World Food Programme (WFP) aimed at a single common goal: to help
eradicate hunger amongst the poorest people in the world. Through the partnership we have made a small
contribution to improving international society and in the process we have improved ourselves as a company.

By committing the people, skills and systems of our TPG Post and TNT Express and TNT Logistics divisions, we
aim to further enhance WFP’s ability to feed the world’s hungriest people. We have subsequently provided a range
of assistance including airlifts to earthquake victims in Iran, improvements to WFP warehouse and fleet
management systems, assistance in HR processes and funds and volunteers for WFP’s Global School Feeding
Campaign. Additionally, we have committed ourselves to helping WFP attract new corporate partners and in 2003
we were pleased to welcome the Boston Consulting Group on board.

While WFP and their beneficiaries have been pleased with our support, so have our own employees and
stakeholders. Internal research has shown that the vast majority of TPGers feel that this project adds value to our
company. External surveys and media coverage have also been overwhelmingly positive. Even shareholders have
reacted favourably and in some cases have asked how they can make a contribution.

In short, our experiences are in line with the Dutch Government’s aim to encourage private sector participation in
development issues. We have seen first hand that the private and public sectors can form an alliance to tackle
major social issues. And we believe there are opportunities for other European businesses to play a meaningful
role in such issues.
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Competitiveness 

by Susan McConville, Weber Shandwick

Expertise and innovation will rank high on the agenda of the Dutch Presidency with reference to the Lisbon
Process, as will finding incentives to stimulate knowledge-based industries. The Spring European Council in
March this year sent out a message of determination and confidence, when it was agreed that the Process will
benefit from the experience and contribution of the ten new Members States.

The High-Level Group on the Lisbon Strategy has now been established and will be headed by former Dutch
Prime Minister, Wim Kok. The 13-member Group will be looking into ways of injecting fresh stimulus into the
Lisbon Strategy and to improving actual delivery. The Group will also report to the Commission before 1
November 2004 with a view to assisting it in preparing proposals for the Mid-Term Review to be included in the
Commission’s Spring Report to the European Council in March 2005.

Building on the achievements of the Irish Presidency in this area, issues being considered for prioritisation during
the Dutch Presidency include:

•  Preparing the discussion on the Mid-Term Review of the Lisbon Process in the European Spring Council of
2005

•  Progress on the Internal Market for Services Directive 

•  Better regulation/ decreasing of administrative burdens: fostering competitiveness as the key to generating
and maintaining growth and employment. Work in this area will centre on ensuring that the impact of new
Community policies is assessed appropriately

•  Implementation of existing European legislation.

Linked to these key considerations are three initiatives in the area of enterprise policy which are likely to be
taken forward during the Dutch Presidency.

The recent Commission Communication on the Agenda for Entrepreneurship provides a strategic framework for
boosting entrepreneurship.

The Communication on Industrial Policy, adopted on 20 April, is intended to demonstrate that industry is
important and plays a vital role for Europe’s prosperity. This Communication highlights that EU industry can make
its contribution to the competitiveness and growth objectives that the Union set itself at the Lisbon European
Council.

Following a public consultation launched in March 2004, the Commission also plans to bring forward an
Innovation Action Plan, and the Dutch Presidency will carefully consider the Commission’s recommendations.
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by Jan Baan, CEO and Founder, Cordys

Cordys has a long history of entrepreneurship and innovation in large-scale software-development. The people
behind Cordys were responsible for the development of software packages like Baan and Top Tier (now called
SAP Portals).

Based on our experience we want to give the Dutch Government a few suggestions about strengthening
innovation and R&D capacity of the EU.

We have experienced that large projects with big budgets often fail because the complexity of the communication
process adds to, or even starts to dominate, the design and development process. Innovation has nothing to do
with quantity- it is a qualitative issue. Our advice is to avoid the creation of large projects and to support small
groups of talented and highly motivated people.

Innovation never succeeds in one attempt. Many will fail before the final goal is reached. Failing, sharing failures
and learning from failures is necessary to innovate. To realise a seemingly unobtainable goal, persistence is
needed and enough resources to start all over again, and thus innovation is a collaborative learning process. The
technology to support collaborative learning is available. Our advice is to support long-term collaborative R&D
processes and make use of the current state of technology to support these processes.

Ideas are needed to find new solutions; but they can create problems if they dominate the innovation process.
Effective innovation is based on a deep understanding of the problem. We believe that many policy-makers,
advisors and even scientists do not have a deep understanding of the current state of IT technology, resulting in
the wheel being constantly reinvented. Our advice is to base new developments on cutting edge technology and
to make it possible for talented scientists to work together with highly experienced and practical people in the
market place.

It is not possible to succeed alone: collaboration is necessary. Collaboration has to be based on trust and sharing
a common goal. Cordys is a highly collaborative company. We want to share our knowledge and experiences with
every company, university and government that shares our belief that the only way to create a better world is to
cooperate.
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by Patrick van Leeuwen, Weber Shandwick
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Environment

Under this Presidency, synergies between the environment and the economy will be sought identifying opportunities
to help Europe achieve its ambitious Lisbon Agenda goals. This exercise will kick off at the Informal Environment
Council in July, which will aim to draw up concrete actions that will be formally agreed at future Council meetings
throughout the Presidency. Ultimately, this should lead to the 2005 Spring European Council confirming that eco-
efficient technologies and innovations play an important role in achieving the key objective of the Lisbon Strategy.

The Dutch Presidency’s main priority dossiers will be:

EU Chemicals Policy Review: the European Parliament will be in the spotlight, as it will conduct its first reading on
the Commission proposal for a Regulation concerning the Registration, Evaluation and Authorisation of Chemicals
(REACH). However, the Parliament is not expected to adopt its opinion before January 2005. In the meantime, the
Dutch Presidency will aim to achieve significant progress in the Council’s assessment of the Commission proposal to
reach a common Council approach. Orientation and/ or policy debates should therefore be scheduled for the
Environment Councils on 14 October and 20 December 2004, taking account of the latest findings of the ongoing
impact assessments on the supply chain, innovation and accession countries which are expected to be finalised at
the end of 2004.

Climate Change: now that both the Emissions Trading Directive and the “Linking” Directive (Kyoto’s Joint
Implementation and Clean Development Mechanism) have been adopted, EU companies can start trading and
earning credits from projects as of 2005. However, the Emissions Trading Directive calls for a system of registries,
which needs to be established through European regulation. The Commission is expected to come forward with a
proposal for a Regulation for a system of registries in July 2004. The Dutch Presidency is expected to initiate
discussions at Council level with a possible first reading agreement with the Parliament.

Also, the Dutch Presidency will be in the driving seat for the EU at the Tenth Conference of the Parties (COP 10),
which will take place between 6-17 December 2004 in Buenos Aires, Argentina. The themes which are likely to be
discussed at COP 10 include: (1) The Convention after 10 years: accomplishments and future challenges; (2) Impacts
and risks of, and adaptation to, climate change; (3) Energy and climate change; (4) Investing in climate change.

Apart from the above issues and depending on Irish achievements, common positions could possibly be found on a
number of dossiers during the Dutch Presidency, including the Århus package; the Proposal for a regulation on
certain fluorinated greenhouse gases; the Proposal for a directive on the management of waste from the extractive
industries.

The following Commission initiatives will receive special attention from the Dutch Presidency: Thematic Strategy on
Urban Environment; Strategy on Mercury; Communication and Action Plan on Flood Prevention.
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The Dutch Government has set itself an ambitious objective for the six months it will preside the EU: to revitalize
the Lisbon Agenda. In line with this overriding goal the Dutch Presidency has adopted the theme of ‘Environment
as an opportunity for economic development’ to help give direction for the EU environmental agenda.

Epson, one of the leading global producers of printers and other digital imaging products, can only strongly
welcome the Presidency’s approach. As a company that has a tradition of dedicating large resources to the
development of environmental friendly technology, Epson believes in ambitious but realistic environmental
legislation.

To use environmental legislation to increase the EU’s competitiveness, however, will not be an easy task.
Especially given the fact that the European Parliament has taken, or seems to have taken, positions on two
proposals of crucial importance to Epson, which have to be considered as unrealistic and counterproductive to
the goal of turning the EU economy into the most competitive one by 2010.

On the Eco-Design Proposal, for instance, the European Parliament in its first reading expressed itself in favour of
a dual legal basis (Article 95 and Article 175) and a general strengthening of the regulatory approach over
voluntary measures, two positions that certainly do not strengthen the targeted industries’ competitiveness.

Regarding REACH, Epson appreciates the holistic and horizontal approach the Proposal takes. Nevertheless, as
producer of sophisticated technology we think that a product specific regulation is much better suited to regulate
chemical emissions from articles and considerable experience has already been gained in this area through New
Approach Directives. The Dutch Presidency should therefore push for a reconsideration of the inclusion of articles
within the scope of the Directive. Epson believes it is not realistic to ask manufacturers and importers to develop
expertise which is commonly only required in the chemicals industry.

Another issue that the Dutch Presidency will need to address is the enforcement of existing legislation. Each year
hundreds of thousands of new products enter the EU market. Epson is complying with the regulations and will
continue to do so, but the authorities need to give us assurances that we are operating on a level playing field. It
is a concern that national authorities often have difficulties in enforcing some of the more recently introduced
directives, such as the End of Life Vehicles and the ROHS directives.

Given the fact that the Dutch Presidency will be characterised by major changes in the institutional landscape,
both in procedural as well as in personnel terms, a concrete realisation or finalisation of important environmental
legislation cannot be expected. The Dutch Presidency, however, has the opportunity to ‘walk its talk’ by ensuring
that those dossiers currently in progress will contribute to making Europe the most competitive economy in the
world: by adopting an environmentally ambitious but pragmatic approach. If the Dutch Presidency achieves this, it
has to be considered a success.

by Ramon Ollé, CEO Epson Europe
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Energy

In its Communication on the development of energy policy for an enlarged EU and neighbouring countries,
presented in May last year, the Commission set the framework for future priorities on energy policy ahead of
enlargement. To this end, key themes addressed and proposals debated recently emphasise the need for securing
energy supply while ensuring the proper implementation and functioning of the internal energy market. The Dutch
Presidency intends to work towards these broad objectives, putting the following issues at the top of its policy
agenda:

•  Consolidation of the internal energy market, where the cross-border Regulation on access to gas and further
infrastructure projects are on the agenda

•  Securing energy supply: a major part of this debate will be centred on the further improvement of relations
with third countries, notably with Russia, in securing future energy supply to Europe.

In light of these themes, Economic Affairs Minister Laurens Jan Brinkhorst will continue working on the “energy
infrastructure package” presented by the Commission in December last year. In particular, work will progress on
the Proposal for a decision on trans-European energy networks, the Directive seeking to safeguard electricity
supply and infrastructure investment and on the Directive on energy services, where a political agreement might
be reached at the Energy Council on 29 November. To ensure the full functioning of the internal energy market, the
Dutch Presidency is expected to pay attention to the Regulation for conditions for access to the gas transmission
networks, where third party access is one of the key aspects. The Presidency will work towards a consensus on
the Proposals for nuclear waste management and plant safety, following progress made in the Council Atomic
questions group.

Discussions in the framework of the EU-Russia energy dialogue will continue at the Summit in November. Progress
on energy relations with Russia is a key priority for the Presidency.

Furthermore, renewable energy will be on the agenda of the Presidency following the Bonn Renewable Energy
Conference, and the forthcoming Commission Communication concerning a mid-term evaluation of the EU-targets
for renewable electricity, whereby a target is set for 12% of total energy consumption to be based on renewable
energy by 2010.
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The Dutch Presidency of the EU comes at a particularly significant time for the Union. There are real opportunities
and challenges ahead in the first months of the enlarged Union: in reinvigorating the momentum of the Lisbon
Agenda on competitiveness and in the continuing need to find ways of meeting growing energy demand in a
sustainable way.

The European business climate is very important to Shell. A quarter of our oil and gas production comes from
European resources, almost 40 per cent of our employees are based here, and there are more than 14,000 Shell
retail sites serving six million customers a day. That means we have a clear interest in seeing further progress in
the creation of a highly competitive and dynamic economy across Europe.

Energy policy, of course, plays a key part in the overall economic climate. Security of supply, progress on
liberalised gas and electricity markets, and the environment will remain high on the policy agenda during the
Dutch Presidency. On security of supply, Shell is working to ensure that we continue to maximise oil and gas
production from more mature areas such as the North Sea. At the same time, we are securing new sources of
supply as well as greater diversity in those sources through liquefied natural gas (LNG) and gas to liquids (GTL)
products.

Tackling the problems of air quality and climate change are key tasks for all of us: policy makers, energy
companies and consumers. Shell is working in a range of partnerships which will play their part in meeting these
challenges. These include Shell Hydrogen’s support for the EU’s Clean Urban Transport for Europe project which,
last year, opened hydrogen refuelling stations in Amsterdam and Luxemburg. We are also developing commercial
solar and wind projects in a number of European countries. We will be participating in the World Renewable
Energy Conference in Bonn and will continue to work with the European institutions to create the supportive
regulatory and planning framework, which is so necessary to increasing the role of renewable energy.

The Dutch Presidency has a busy agenda ahead but I am sure the Dutch will seize the opportunities to make
progress across the full range of Europe’s economic, social and environmental priorities.

by Rob Routs, Regional Managing Director, Shell International
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Trade

The Netherlands has always given high importance to the EU trade policy and traditionally been a strong
supporter of the multilateral trade system. In this respect, the negotiations in the framework of the WTO-round
will be high on the international economic agenda during the Dutch Presidency.

After the failure of the Cancun summit, the Dutch Presidency will look to work closely with the Commission and
the EU member states to ensure that multilateral trade talks are revived. Much of the Dutch action on trade will
depend on a WTO agreement on the framework of negotiation, expected at the very beginning of the Dutch term.
The framework agreement should set the objectives and the timing of the Doha Development Agenda and we can
expect the Dutch Presidency to concentrate efforts on ensuring those objectives and deadlines are met.

The objectives of the Dutch Presidency in this process are the promotion of further trade liberalisation
accompanied by a strengthening of the WTO’s rules-based system, the improvement of the integration and the
effective participation of the developing countries in the multilateral trading system, addressing the interface
between trade and related issues and policies, inter alia non-trade concerns.

The autumn agenda will also be defined by the consequences of EU enlargement, the request of Russia to join
the WTO, the Free Trade Agreement between the EU and Mercosur, the renegotiation of the EU Generalised
System of Preferences and the ongoing negotiations with the countries of the Gulf Cooperation Council for the
establishment of a Free Trade Area.

The intensive trade and economic relations between the EU and the US will certainly be addressed during a
bilateral ministerial meeting that will take place in Brussels on 23 November. The Dutch Presidency should also
contribute to a reinforced role of the Transatlantic Business Dialogue as a way to address bilateral issues from a
more cooperative business angle.
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by Jacques Schraven, President, VNO – NCW 
(Confederation of Netherlands Industry and Employers)

The Dutch Presidency will operate in an ‘exceptional’ period. It will be strongly influenced by a new European
Parliament and a new Commission in an enlarged EU. Within this changing environment, VNO-NCW calls on the
Presidency to focus on the need to enhance Europe’s growth potential. The United States is leaving Europe
further behind, and Asian economies such as India and China are developing at a rapid pace. The future
prosperity of Europe is at stake.

In order to allow Europe to move forward in economic terms, the right choices need to be made by the Dutch and
subsequent presidencies. VNO-NCW, in cooperation with Irish, Luxembourg and British business organisations,
proposes effective action in six priority areas:

1  Paying more than just lip service to the Lisbon strategy

2  Boosting enterprises through less regulation and administrative costs

3  Strengthening research and innovation

4  Arming the workforce to adapt to continuous change

5  An industrial policy fit for the internal market

6  Trade policy and Doha round.

In the Lisbon strategy, more focus is needed on completing the Internal Market, strengthening innovation and
R&D, reducing regulation and administrative costs and strengthening labour markets.

The internal market process should be intensified to reduce costs for business and to raise competition in
Europe. National delays in implementing EU laws need to be reduced, enforcement of EU rules is of utmost
importance, and current obstacles in the Internal Market need to be removed by completing new legislation, e.g.
services, Community patent, REACH.

Progress towards creating a European area of knowledge must be accelerated. Efforts should be made to stop
the outsourcing of knowledge and research. Impact assessments of the efficiency and administrative costs of all
draft European laws are vital, and the reforms proposed by the Employment Taskforce chaired by Wim Kok to
modernise business and the workforce must take place in all 25 member states as soon as possible.

I sincerely hope that the results of the Dutch Presidency to move Europe’s economy forward will be as
exceptional as the political changes in 2004!
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External Relations

In the field of external relations, the Dutch Presidency will continue to strengthen EU-UN cooperation in the area
of conflict prevention and crisis management and in development policy. The promotion of strong transatlantic
relations with the US and Canada will be a priority on the Presidency’s agenda. It is still very early to say what
range of issues will be dealt with by the Dutch, as much depends on the forthcoming high-level events to take
place during the current Irish Presidency: G8 Summit on 8-10 June in Georgia, USA, followed by the EU/ US
Summit on 25 June in Ireland. There is also a NATO Summit planned in Istanbul on 28-29 June.

Therefore, it is likely that the Dutch Presidency will follow-up work focusing on political and trade declarations
agreed during the June EU/ US Summit, and will continue to strengthen co-operation on counter terrorism.
Meanwhile, the Presidency will host the EU/ Canada Summit in The Hague in December.

Several strategically important summits between the EU and some Asian countries will take place during the
Dutch Presidency, making relations with Asia another priority: the next ASEM 5 Summit will take place in Hanoi,
Vietnam in October, the EU/ India Summit on 14 October and the EU/ China Summit in December will be held
during the Dutch Presidency.

As the May 2004 enlargement will stretch the EU’s borders from Russia to the Caucasus and close to Northern
Africa, the EU is committed to enhancing relations with its new neighbours, including by extending benefits of
economic and political cooperation. The promotion of strategic partnerships with important regions such as
Russia, South and East Mediterranean states and Western CIS countries will be pursued by the Dutch Presidency.

The Commission’s Strategy Paper on the New Neighbourhood Policy, which offers closer association with the EU
without a prerequisite for EU membership, may be adopted at the June European Council. As the next step, the
Commission will finalise Action Plans for Ukraine, Moldova, Tunisia, Morocco, Jordan, Israel and possibly the
Palestinian Authority, to be adopted and maybe implemented during the Dutch Presidency.

Regarding EU-Russia relations the Presidency will continue to make progress on a range of pending issues such
as the accession of Russia to the WTO, cooperation in the field of justice and home affairs whilst also continuing
to work on the “four common spaces” concept.
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by Dr Bram Boxhoorn, Director, Netherlands Atlantic Association 

The months preceding the Iraq war saw constant bickering among NATO members. It was not only a power
struggle between the Franco-German axis and the US, but a cross-European political fight as well. All major
international institutions - the UN, NATO and the EU - were affected. It turned out that the Franco-German axis or
the ‘axis of weasels’, as they were mockingly called in the American press, was doomed to fail. They were not
able to stop the US. Moreover, they failed to unite the other European countries behind them. Franco-German
leadership proved that it is by no means an alternative to American leadership in international security affairs.

Under the influence of this and other experiences in the mid-1990s over the Balkans, the EU has quickly agreed
to new policies in the framework of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP). It illustrates the growing EU
level strategic awareness regarding international politics. The major results so far can be summed up as follows:
a credible security strategy and a modest military force that is able to carry out small peace keeping operations.
For the time being, however, ‘soft security’ (diplomacy, conflict prevention, economic measures) remains the
strongest policy tool available to the EU. In this respect, EU enlargement is one of the most impressive
accomplishments. It will improve living conditions and gives stability to Central Europe, which for most of its
recent history has known only instability.

In this context, the Dutch Presidency should focus on continuity amidst change. It should continue to enhance
stability and security, not only in Europe itself but also by extending the zone of security around Europe.
Therefore, EU enlargement to include Turkey is of the highest importance. In this light also, strong support should
be given to so-called ‘failed states’. Second, an efficient European foreign and security policy can only be based
on a strong partnership with the US and NATO, provided the US will bring NATO back to the centre of its security
policy. Third, European allies should act on the notion that security does not come on the cheap. ‘Soft power’
alone, indispensable as it may be in many cases, needs supplementary military tools. The EU takeover of SFOR
(Stabilisation Force) operations in the Balkans as of January 2005 is a modest step in the right direction.
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Justice and Home Affairs

Three different government ministers and two Dutch ministries will work together to manage the three components
(immigration and asylum; civil and police cooperation; and judicial cooperation) of justice and home affairs.

Perhaps most notably, the Dutch Presidency will initiate a follow-up agenda to the Tampere guidelines regarding the
future development of police and judicial cooperation, in accordance with the Commission’s evaluation.

The development of common EU policies on asylum and immigration are a high priority for the Dutch. However, the
Irish Presidency successful brokered agreement on two key directives on asylum creating a European Common
Asylum System, taking a significant amount of pressure off the Dutch. Therefore the main focus of the Dutch
presidency will be on return policies, readmission treaties and the combat of illegal immigration.

In addition, the Dutch may explore the feasibility of visa and residence documents to feature biometric markings
such as fingerprints and eye iris scans. A new priority for the EU will be the development of a common EU
integration policy.

In the area of civil co-operation starting the work on a European payment order is one of the major items to be
addressed. Besides this, priority will be given to practical obstacles in cross border litigation. A two-day conference
on this issue will be organised in November. The main priority in the area of judicial cooperation is the programme
on mutual recognition of judicial verdicts, ultimately leading to a framework decision on the European Evidence
Warrant.

The existing and ongoing fight against organised crime will obviously continue. Hence, the Dutch Presidency will
move forward the EU Strategy on the Prevention and Control of Organised Crime in keeping with the outcome of the
mid-term review of that strategy. Several expert meetings will also be held on the integrity of the police forces, as
well as a Dutch push to set up a model agreement for cross-border police cooperation and to improve cooperation
between the different disciplines of transport police.

The Dutch presidency will work on a new Drugs Strategy for the years 2005-2012. This strategy follows the
conclusions of the conference, under Irish presidency, A new drugs strategy – the way forward.

The Dutch vision of an area of freedom, security and justice embraces more than simply questions of judicial
cooperation and internal affairs. It also includes active democratic involvement at all levels of government - linking
citizens and public administration. The Dutch Presidency will host the Third Quality Conference on Public
Administration in the EU on 15-17 September in Rotterdam, which follows the April ministerial conference on
Communicating Europe to its Citizens.
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by Michel van der Bel, General Manager, Microsoft Nederland

At almost the mid-way point of the Lisbon Strategy, it is becoming critical to move the reform agenda faster and
deeper if the ambitious growth targets are to be reached. This is all the more urgent in light of the 1 May
accession of ten new countries to the European Union and the broader plans for additional new Member States in
the coming years. Increased commitment and collaboration by both the public and private sectors is needed to
ensure that Europe, in its broadest sense, progresses at one speed.

At Microsoft we believe that Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) can play a key role in delivering
the Lisbon vision. While for many this role is undisputed, we feel that it cannot be stressed enough that this
should be a vital part of any government’s plans.

Each stage of the computing evolution has presented governments with the promise of using technology to
reduce costs and improve services. The rapid adoption and evolution of internet technologies presents yet
another opportunity to connect people, information, systems and devices. The internet can help government
deliver services with efficiency, integration and flexibility and thus fulfill the electronic government promise.

The foundations for taking full advantage of these new possibilities lie in the underlying architecture. A
technology platform that offers the infrastructure for a comprehensive approach is absolutely essential for
seamless information exchange and reduction of the interaction volume. Government will have to prepare to
establish a framework by, inter alia, making inter-operability a precondition.

Fulfilling the electronic government promise means that (transnational) information exchange will be easier and
services can be provided electronically to and by the government. These improvements will ease the burdens not
only for citizens and businesses, but also for government itself. The focus is on removing obstacles to enable
businesses to be more innovative and become more competitive on the global market.

The easing of burdens will then no longer be a goal in itself, but will be achieved automatically through
integration and streamlining of information and interaction processes. It will become part of an integrated
strategy.

Microsoft is eager to work with governments to deliver on the promise of the new wave of technology. This
means not only delivering both existing and new services, but also taking a leading role in this debate, on a
national and on a European level. It’s an exciting time and Microsoft is ready and able to work with its
government clients and our mutual partners to delight our mutual customers, the citizens.
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Telecommunications and ICT

As the eEurope 2005 Action Plan comes to a head, the Dutch Presidency will be giving top priority to the strategic
discussion on the future developments in the field of  ICT and telecommunications for the period 2006-2010. In
preparation for this, a comparative study on the developments in the EU, USA and Asia is currently under way and
will be presented at a conference on the future developments of the ICT sector. This conference will take place in
Amsterdam on the 29-30 September and will be followed up with a ministerial dinner on 8 December.

With regard to eEurope 2005, a number of concrete actions will be defined on the basis of the mid-term review.
In particular, the Presidency is expected to adopt its position on eContent plus and the safer Internet use. Other
priorities will include spam and spectrum policy. Furthermore, the Dutch Presidency will coordinate EU
preparations for the second phase of the World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS) to be held in Tunis in
November 2005.

In the field of telecommunications, the Dutch Presidency will be presented with a Communication on challenges
for 3G mobile communications, as identified by the Mobile and Technology Platform. A report assessing the
implementation of the EU Electronic Communications regulatory package will also be on the Presidency agenda.

Key events during the Presidency include the Information Society Technologies Event 2004, which will be
organised by the European Commission and hosted by the Dutch in The Hague on 15-17 November. Innovation
and Reliability will be the key theme for an Informal Meeting of the Transport, Telecommunication and Energy
Council, which will take place in Rotterdam on 19-20 November. Finally, an expert meeting on eSecurity has been
pencilled in for 27-28 October in Amsterdam.
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by Liesbeth Koomen, Vice President Commercial, Legal and
Regulatory, British Telecom and Olaf Olmer, Head of Regulation,
British Telecom

The forthcoming Presidency will give the Dutch government an opportunity to drive the Lisbon Agenda, which has
set high ambitions for the development of Information Communication Technologies (ICT) across the EU.

Laurens Jan Brinkhorst, Dutch Minister of Economic Affairs, will have the unenviable task of identifying the
means to stimulate investment in electronic communications networks and services in a situation complicated by
the entry of ten new Member States with huge discrepancies in the state of development of the markets.

A necessary precondition for investment in the market is the further roll out of broadband networks across the
EU. The Netherlands has one of the highest penetration rates for broadband among the Member States, however,
further investment is needed to become a frontrunner by 2010. In order to stimulate investment in broadband
regulatory certainty with respect to the unbundling of the local loop, bitstream access and Voice-over IP is
required. The Commissioner for Information Society, Erkki Liikanen, has already acknowledged local loop
unbundling and bitstream access as crucial elements of market development.

In order to drive Europe’s broadband needs and meet the goals of the Lisbon Agenda, Mr Brinkhorst needs to
consider the following requirements:

•  Market Stimulation: regulatory effectiveness is essential to stimulate investment and particularly critical is
the availability of efficient and cost based access to the incumbent’s networks and transparency in the
calculation of those cost bases

•  Market Access: investment should be encouraged by removing restrictions on the roll out of networks, such
as rights of way and taxes

•  Market Supervision: National Regulatory Authorities must be allowed to exercise effective market
supervision with sufficient powers to take appropriate measures. They must also be able to execute their
discretionary powers to the full extent without direct involvement or control of governmental institutions

•  Market Harmonisation: the new regulatory framework must be properly implemented and enforced in each
Member State and discrepancies between Member States must be objectively justified. Effective
competition must be allowed to develop in both broadband and newly emerging markets such as VoIP.
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Consumer Policy

The Dutch Presidency is keen to build on the work of the Greek, Italian and Irish Presidencies and make
significant progress on the proposed Framework directive on unfair business-to-consumer commercial practices
(UCP). The Proposal aims to overcome barriers to the internal market and to achieve the same high level of
consumer protection throughout the EU by establishing common EU-wide rules. It lays down the principles for
determining whether commercial practices (such as advertising and marketing, for example) are unfair. It also
defines a limited range of practices to be prohibited across the EU. Once these EU-wide standards of protection
are in place, businesses will only have to comply with the requirements of their country of origin when selling to
consumers around the EU.

The Dutch Presidency hopes to see the adoption of the UCP Proposal during its term following the Parliament’s
First Reading on 20 April and the political agreement which is expected at May’s Competitiveness Council
meeting.

It is less clear as to how much progress can be made by the Presidency concerning negotiations on the
controversial Proposal for a regulation on sales promotions. Much depends on whether the Irish Presidency can
reach a political agreement at the Competitiveness Council meeting of 17-18 May. The proposed Regulation aims
to remove barriers to cross-border sales promotions caused by divergent national rules on discounts, premiums,
free gifts, promotional contests and promotional games. The Council’s recent discussions have concerned the
application of the principle of mutual recognition in the field of sales promotions (whereby a promoter established
in one Member State can communicate and use sales promotions in other Member States on the basis of the law
in his country of origin). More specifically, the question of how long a transitional period should be before this
principle would be fully applied in EU member states has been raised. The Commission believes that this period
should be short.

The Dutch Presidency would like to make progress on the proposed Sales Promotions Regulation, which it sees
as something positive for businesses, cross-border activities and consumer choice.

The Presidency also hopes to make progress on the Commission’s Proposal for the revision of the Consumer
Credit Directive, following the Parliament’s first reading of the Proposal in April 2004.
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Consumers are expected to make informed choices, encourage responsible companies and thus ‘enforce’
corporate social responsibility. This role for the consumer follows from developments in the WTO, which limits the
role of national governments, but relies on the market place to address consumer concerns. In general terms the
role of consumers can be described as a countervailing power in the market place and a part of the change from
government to governance.

At the moment however consumers are unaware of the major impact that their decisions have in the market
place. Although some information is provided in annual company reports, details on the product level are mostly
lacking. Very few companies are able to answer consumers on questions relating to the supply chain, while most
of the consumer concerns are in this area.

In order to make responsible choices consumers need product information and consumer advocates need
information to enter into dialogue with producers. Information is necessary for comparative testing to provide
consumers guidance on responsible buying decisions. Industries have shown to be unable to organise
themselves around CSR or even promote a common vision. It is clear that this is not only due to lack of will. The
issues surrounding CSR are far too complex to leave them up to each and every company to solve.

Transparency on products and production processes is a prerequisite for consumers to take part in dialogue and
make buying decisions. Consumer organisations call on their governments to be the director in the CSR process,
by empowering various parties to hold each other accountable. In this government should play a new role as
market supervisor. Transparency in the market place needs to be regulated by the European Commission. CSR
has become even more eminent to both the producing companies and consumers in an enlarged European
Union.

We call upon the Dutch presidency to facilitate a speedy decision making process on CSR and on consumer
issues in general. We also call upon the presidency to let stakeholders on the consumer side be heard during the
formal conferences, which will be organized during the presidency.

by Klaske de Jonge, Director, Consumentenbond
(Dutch Consumer Association)
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Research

The European Union produces almost one third of the world’s scientific knowledge, in areas such as chemistry,
physics, pharmaceuticals, aerospace, telecommunications and transport. However, the EU is less successful at
converting its achievements into commercial performances. Therefore, improving and increasing investment in
research and development are high priorities on the agenda of the Dutch Presidency, as are seeking to enhance
competitiveness and innovation in the EU.

The first priority of the Dutch Presidency is to further develop the European Research and Innovation Area (ERIA),
by, for example, supporting greater co-ordination among Member States. In May the European Commission will
present a communication on the future of European Research Policy, followed by a report in June that will
evaluate the new instruments of the Sixth Framework Programme. The Dutch Presidency aims to lead the debate
based on these conclusions in order develop recommendations for the Seventh Framework Programme.

The follow-up and implementation of the Action Plan 3% will be the second priority of the Dutch Presidency. The
proposals aim to increase research spending by 3% of EU GDP by 2010. The Action Plan consists of several
themes, such as fiscal measures and SME policy. The Dutch will specifically work on improving private and public
collaboration, as well as on the mobility of researchers and techno-starters. The aim is to strengthen the link
between public research centres and business, possibly through the creation of European technology platforms. A
report of the findings of different expert groups on benchmarking national policies shall be presented in June.
The Dutch will organise a conference in October on this topic to provide input for follow-up to the Commission.

Ensuring the necessary co-ordination with initiatives being taken in aerospace and in security related research,
as well as leading the follow-up work to the Commission White Paper on EU Space Policy, will also be thematic
research priorities of the Dutch Presidency. The reinforcement of relations with the European Space Agency via
the recent Framework Agreement (ESA/EC) will play an important role in this respect. A joint EU-ESA Space
Council is due to be held before the end of the year following political commitment from the Competitiveness
Council in March this year, although as yet nothing concrete is foreseen.

Finally, the Presidency is committed to achieving progress on intellectual property rights issues that should
encourage businesses to further invest in R&D. In this context the Dutch might take up the challenge of finally
getting the Regulation on the Community patent adopted in 2004.
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by Gerard Kleisterlee, CEO, Royal Philips Electronics

The commitment made in Lisbon in March 2000, focusing on the EU knowledge-based economy is now looking
more ambitious and difficult to achieve. Let’s look at the new reality: While China’s economy grows apace, Europe
still lags in R&D investments when compared to the U.S.

With the arrival of ten new members, the number one priority for the EU should be growth, paving the way for
European integration. At Philips, we believe that growth can be generated if we concentrate all our efforts to
make Europe more competitive - a true centre of innovation and added-value activities. In line with Europe’s
movement towards a knowledge-based economy and like many other large organisations, Philips’ 100-year
presence in Europe is shifting towards an R&D, Design, IT, Marketing and Sales based enterprise. It is clear that
the common denominator amongst our successful industrial activities in Europe is their ability to maintain their
competitive edge through innovation, flexibility and building cooperative knowledge networks involving suppliers,
research institutes and universities.

At Philips, we are seeing the emergence of synergistic centres of economic growth based around
microelectronics, medical technology and advanced lighting applications, and we play a pivotal role within the
so-called ‘Innovation Triangle’ of The Netherlands (High Tech Campus, Eindhoven), Germany (Aachen) and
Belgium (Louvain) where we work together with other companies and educational institutes on innovative
technologies.

Another example of our focus on innovation is our partnership with Motorola and ST Microelectronics to build the
Crolles2 Alliance semiconductor R&D and pilot line facility in France. It is a perfect example of what we call
‘cooperative competition.’ We pool our R&D and manufacturing resources – but still compete head-to-head in the
market place.

For Philips, a vibrant European R&D environment is important: more than three-quarters of our R&D spent
happens here in Europe, and close to three-quarters of our R&D personnel is based in Europe. Also, more than
half of this year’s 2,000 expected recruitments to Philips in Western Europe are technology-related.

So, what should the Dutch government’s focus be whilst chairing the presidency?  I believe it should push harder
to increase total R&D investments both privately and through public funding. This would be in line with the
agenda of the European Round Table which advocates initiatives to enhance competitiveness by increasing
investments in R&D; by making the labour market more flexible and by cutting the red tape that holds back the
early adoption of new products and technologies.
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Transport

As the first full Presidency of the enlarged EU, the Dutch have chosen ‘Pushing the Boundaries’ as the theme of
their transport policy orientations. This theme will be applied in the fields of safety and security, efficient mobility,
expertise and innovation, and of course to all modes of transport.

With a centuries-long tradition of shipping, the Dutch will naturally focus on maritime transport and above all on
the promotion of short sea shipping, which will be one of the central themes of the Informal Transport Council on
9-10 July 2004.

The Dutch Government ranks further improvements to maritime safety amongst its top priorities, and if the
Commission produces a new package of legislative proposals (Erika III) during the Presidency, it will certainly be
on the Union’s agenda.

Being known for its inland waterways network, the Dutch will also organise a conference on inland shipping in
November and aim to achieve a joint decision regarding the River Information Services, an electronic
communication system for inland shipping.

The Dutch Transport Ministry will also push for the adoption of more stringent safety and security measures in
the aviation sector. They will, for example, push for progress on the harmonisation of the operational
requirements and ensure the European Aviation Safety Agency is given sufficient powers to supervise aircraft
safety.

More generally, the future of the air transport sector is one of the themes of the Informal Transport Council in
July, which will also look at issues such as the integration of new Member States’ airlines to the common
market, the rise of the low-cost carriers and the consolidation of the sector.

Regarding road transport, the Dutch Presidency will strive to harmonise the regulations concerning driving
licences. This should contribute to more road safety, an issue which will be discussed at a ministerial conference
in Verona in October.

Another conference on Energy and Sustainable Mobility is scheduled for 19-20 October. The central theme of this
conference will be the development of alternative fuels for more cost-effective and cleaner vehicles.

The Dutch Presidency will also continue the work on some elements of the so-called third railway package,
notably the Directives on the driving licence for train drivers and on the quality of the transport of goods by rail.

Finally, the Dutch Presidency will devote an extra informal ministerial meeting to Innovation in Infrastructures in
November, the central theme of which will be the concept of ‘reliability’; Minister of Transport, Karla Peijs, will
supervise the implementation of this programme.
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Freight transport in Europe will continue to grow significantly in the next two decades. The rise in overseas
imports and the recent EU enlargement, as well as the increase in road transport of both freight and passengers,
will result in the congestion of ports and roads. To handle the ever-increasing freight flows in a sustainable and
safe way, freight will need to be shifted from congested roads to other modes of transport such as short-sea
shipping, inland barge and rail.

Short-sea shipping is considered to be one of the most environmentally friendly modes of transport because of
its comparatively low external costs and energy efficiency. It needs to become, however, an intermodal door-to-
door concept that creates networks to attract cargo volumes, and public policy should provide the legal
framework for this whilst leaving the actual development to the short-sea industry itself. Documentary and
administrative procedures in short-sea shipping are regarded by many as an obstacle to further development, but
public cooperation with electronic documentation requirements can do much to facilitate this procedure.

Inland shipping by barge is also a ‘greener’ mode of transport. The infrastructure is already well established but
to be truly successful, government policy should provide a level playing field and remove administrative barriers.
The toll free regime in force on the Rhine sets the example to follow. Options should be explored to move bulk
consumer goods by barge on shorter distances as part of national or European networks.

Liberalisation of the rail freight industry has come quite a long way in some EU countries but has only inched
forward in others. Difficulty obtaining locomotive approval for international traffic lanes seems to be a common
problem. Driver qualifications and lack of mutual recognition are also frequently raised issues. In Germany and
the Netherlands, former monopolies have been dismantled to a greater extent, resulting in profit for all operators
and even some volume growth. Elsewhere in the EU, volumes are stagnant at best. P&O Nedlloyd considers the
interoperability of railways as a crucial condition for the opening of the rail freight market. Interoperability is also
needed to make the Trans-European Rail Network successful. We welcome the Commission’s initiative to further
improve the institutional framework for railways and the proposal to create a European Railway Safety and
Interoperability Agency (ERA). The rail sector needs further incentives and pressure in order to overcome its
historical national orientation and to compete successfully with other modes of transport.

by Andre Toet, Director Europe, P&O Nedlloyd



The Dutch Presidency’s objective is to look at the synergies between health and other EU policies, primarily
addressing the issue of health and the internal market. Overall, it will look to facilitate European cooperation on
health systems whilst respecting the responsibilities of the Member States for the organisation and delivery of
health services and medical care. It will also follow up on the Irish Presidency’s achievements of the 1-2 June
Health Council meeting on issues such as the Communication on patient mobility, the Communication on social
protection for the development of sustainable healthcare, as well as the e-Health Action Plan.

A conference on Our Health and the Market on 7-9 September in The Hague will be followed by an Informal
Health Council on 9-10 September in Noordwijk, where Health Ministers will address whether the principles of
the internal market, in relation to organisation and funding of healthcare services, are compatible with the
principle of subsidiarity. A possibility that might come out of the Dutch chairmanship of the Health Council could
be an informal legal framework for the reimbursement of healthcare costs incurred in other Member States.
Although this depends on the strength of the outcomes of the above two events, legislative proposals on services
and social security schemes would contribute to the framework. Such a system could go a long way in making it
possible for patients to exercise their healthcare rights across the EU.

In line with the above, a conference in December on Healthcare Professionals Crossing Borders will contribute to
safeguarding the quality of healthcare services where supervisory arrangements on Member States activities are
currently inadequate.

The Dutch Presidency will pay special attention to new and improved medicines for communicable diseases,
optimal pharmacotherapeutic treatment for specific patient groups and medicines for rare diseases. A conference
entitled Towards an ERA-NET Coordination Action for priority medicines for the Citizens of Europe on 18
November, will strive to align the demand for various prescription drugs with the supply offered by the
pharmaceutical industry.

As part of the EU’s fight against existing and future risk of infectious diseases, the Dutch Presidency will hold a
conference on 16-17 September on the European Response to Public Health Risks from Emerging Zoonotic
Diseases. The aim is to raise greater awareness and promote cooperation between the areas of human
healthcare and veterinary care.

The Dutch will also follow up on the results of the OECD Health Project presented at the OECD Health Ministers’
Meeting in mid-May. They will aim at creating a common European approach for implementation of the Project,
which focuses on measuring the performance and analysing the causal factors of healthcare systems in Member
States, and assisting them in developing evidence-based health systems policy.

Public Health and Pharmaceuticals

by Ingrid M. van den Neucker, Weber Shandwick
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The practical implications of enlargement may prove to leave less room for the Dutch to set their own agenda.
Taking this into account, they will follow the Irish with the general goal of using their Presidency to promote
innovation and to strengthen the knowledge-based economy. A spearhead for the Dutch will be setting up a
European Research Council, which should contribute to accomplishing the Lisbon targets. It remains to be seen,
however, whether any tangible action by Member States will be achieved under the Dutch Presidency.

For pharmaceuticals, competitiveness and innovation are directly linked with the G-10 recommendations, which
aim at reversing the loss of EU competitiveness and migration of Europe’s pharmaceutical industry to the US.
With the review of EU pharmaceutical legislation concluded during the Irish Presidency, the Dutch Presidency can
concentrate on other public health and pharmaceutical issues. The Ministry of Health will organise two major
conferences. The first, the Informal European Council of the Ministers of Health, Health and the Internal Market,
will be held in Noordwijk on 9-10 September. Next to the G-10 recommendations, important topics on the agenda
will be how to deal with increasing patient mobility and cross-border activities of health care financing and
delivery organisations.

The second conference is Priority Medicines for the Citizens of Europe in The Hague on 18 November. This aims
at raising the level of conceptual thinking about the future of medicines and vaccines within Europe, discussing
priorities and alternative methods of health care funding, and anticipating the 7th EU Framework Programme. The
Minister of Health wants further specific attention for the development of orphan medicines and paediatric
research.

The Dutch agenda seems appropriate in view of current trends and developments. One issue that remains
unclear is whether adequate attention will be given to the concrete consequences of EU enlargement where
public health and pharmaceuticals are concerned. Furthermore, it must be noted that the Dutch government, like
many other European administrations, generally regards innovative medicines to be a cost burden rather than the
product of a research-driven, high technology industry that can contribute to accomplishing the priorities set out.
Therefore, the G-10 process and its follow-up being on the agenda will not, in itself, lead to the improvement of
competitiveness or the pharmaceutical business climate.

by Jan Peter van Suchtelen, Director, International Pharma Policy,
Organon (Akzo Nobel)
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‘Sustainable Agriculture in the public eye’ will be one of the key themes of the Dutch Presidency, when it takes
office in July 2004. The Presidency will be organising an informal Agriculture Council meeting on 5-7 September
to develop this theme, where issues such as socially acceptable production methods will be examined in closer
detail.

At the beginning of the Dutch Presidency, legislative proposals on the reform of the EU’s Rural Development
Policy are expected. The Netherlands believes it is important to simplify, if possible, instructions regarding the
new laws, along with the financing of the programme (2007-2013).

Work will continue on animal health issues. The Dutch are keen to push the issue of socially responsible animal
disease control and will be organising an informal meeting of chief veterinary officers between 6 and 8 October,
which will be followed up in December with an international conference.

Other items on the agenda include discussions on a forthcoming proposal regarding the European Organic Action
Plan, the reform of the market regulation for sugar, and a simplification of the policy for fruit and vegetables.

With regard to food safety issues, the Dutch Presidency will be taking over the work of the Irish Presidency in the
Health Council on the proposals for Regulations concerning health and nutrition claims and fortified foods. It will
also be overseeing proposed legislation on nutrition labelling, the revision of the framework Directive on food
additives and the proposed Regulation on materials intended to come into contact with foodstuffs.

The Dutch Presidency will also be busy overseeing the Common Fisheries Policy. They will concentrate on
environmental aspects especially on the implementation of the new policy framework that focuses on sustainable
fishing - ensuring sound economic, social and environmental conditions as well as regional development.

Recovery plans will be adopted for depleted stocks during the course of the Presidency and work will continue
towards uniformity in control, enforcement and inspections. Other major issues will be defining a new fisheries
policy for the Mediterranean, setting up a joint inspections structure and improving scientific advice for
management decisions.

Agriculture and Fisheries

by Marco Chirullo and Catherine Starkie, Weber Shandwick
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With its headquarters in the Netherlands, Dutch multinational DSM is active worldwide in the life sciences,
nutritional products, performance materials and industrial chemicals. The group employs some 26,000 people all
over the world.

Europe’s importance to us is illustrated by the fact that more than 50% of our turnover is generated in Europe.
The enlargement of the EU should help to boost our activities, provided that the EU takes adequate action to
remain competitive as a dynamic, knowledge-based economy.

We welcome legislation on both new and existing chemicals is to be welcomed. Such legislation should help to
improve public health and environmental safety, and should at the same time be practicable, cost-effective and
not detrimental to business competitiveness. Unfortunately, the REACH system proposed by the EU is
bureaucratic and costly. We favour a more practicable system that would include a pre-selection so that only
relevant chemicals would actually be required to pass through a REACH system.

Safety assessment and market access for all applications of enzymes in foodstuffs, including those currently
classified as additives, should be governed by a new regulation spelling out a single procedure throughout the
EU, irrespective of whether or not modern biotechnology is used in the manufacturing process. We also support
the current practice of not requiring processing aids to be listed on food labels.

Our view is that Europe needs a strong and independent food safety authority. The EFSA should provide a single
point of EU entry for suppliers applying for new product licences. It should also be given the power to decide
independently on market access on the basis of clear criteria.

We are fully aware of consumer concerns about genetic modification (GM). We are consistently open about the
use of GM techniques for improving production processes and seek to promote the greatest possible choice
between GM-derived and non-GM-derived products. We favour a transparent labelling  system that consumers
genuinely understand.

White biotechnology is the application of nature’s toolkit for the sustainable production of a variety of goods such
as food ingredients, pharmaceuticals and fine chemicals from renewable resources. White biotechnology has
been shown to have tremendous potential to improve industrial production along the three dimensions of
sustainability: society, environment and economy (www.sustainability.dsm.com). We propose that the European
Commission creates a stakeholder Technology Platform to build on Europe’s strength and to foster the
opportunities that white biotechnology is offering us and future generations.

by Paul Fuchs, Corporate Secretary DSM



The Dutch Presidency has made it clear that education is a crucial factor to achieving the lofty goals of the
Lisbon Agenda. In fact, they have pledged to take a stand on ensuring that education helps move Europe forward.
The Presidency motto in the field of education, culture and science is Learning from each other. The Dutch look to
knowledge and cohesiveness as guides in finding successors to Socrates and Leonardo education programmes.
We can expect a possible discussion during the July 2004 Informal Ministers’ Meetings in Rotterdam, as well as
input for the Education Youth and Culture Council (EYC).

The enhancement of European cooperation in vocational education and training (the Copenhagen process) will
also feature as a priority for education under the aegis of the Dutch Presidency. Raising the transparency and
quality of vocational education in Europe will serve as an additional boost to the Copenhagen process. The
Ministerial Conference in December will bring together the key political and practical players around the launch
of a Maastricht Communiqué. This Communiqué will focus on new priorities and strategies, emphasising the
importance of strengthening European cooperation on vocational training in View of the Lisbon 2010 goals.

A policy of mobility of students in order to better utilise the European Higher Education Area will aim to promote a
free flow of knowledge within Europe. The Dutch Presidency’s emphasis on mobility will help to increase free
movement of students and knowledge workers, and not only assist in the promotion of competitiveness, but also
work toward the goals of the Lisbon Strategy. A conference of education experts in Noordwijk in October will
work on this theme towards an increased utilisation of the European Higher Education Area. Expected results
include recommendations for increased transparency at institutional level for Europe’s higher education
institutions - a classification which aids mobility - and an EYC Council Resolution to put in place a Student Grants
and Loans Task Force.

Also, the Dutch Presidency will be prioritising modern European languages. Improvements in the quality of
teaching and in assessment of language skills, as well as methods of analysis of national policies and practice
will take a prominent place in this area. A conference of experts and decision makers will take place in The
Hague in October.

Education is important to help bring about ambitions for Europe’s citizens. Shared values, responsibility and
citizenship will be discussed by the Education Ministers in Rotterdam in July, in a meeting which will partly
overlap with the Informal Meeting of Culture Ministers. We can also expect a report during the 2005 Spring
Summit that should encompass the cohesive role of Education and its vital link to achieving the big aims of the
Lisbon Strategy.

Education 

by Gregg Svingen, Weber Shandwick
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The definition of eLearning now encompasses both the use of technology for content delivery and the
collaboration of teachers and students in a blended learning environment. Therefore the agenda of the Dutch
Presidency should encourage the rollout of broadband solutions, which can support eLearning. Focus must also
be on harnessing the growth of other technologies which can enhance the experience and delivery of eLearning,
such as voice and video over Internet Protocol (IP), and wireless access technologies. Together, these can give
ubiquitous access to course material, and can be personalised for the end user.

We believe that the goal for all national governments should be to create the conditions for a healthy evolution of
the education system in order to:

•  Create an environment, which encourages educational institutions to become receptive to change

•  Direct specific funding to the development of the necessary tools needed to make eLearning effective

•  Design and deliver programmes to develop critical thinking skills necessary for lifelong learning in the
Knowledge Economy.

The growth of eLearning will impact curriculum and assessment reform. As a result, the traditional place of
education in the society will change. For that particular reason, the Dutch agenda should push for a national
education action plan which takes all the above in consideration.

Over the last decade, the Dutch government has had the vision to connect all schools in the country on a
broadband network. The projects GigaPort and KennisNet brought the Netherlands into the top league of the
world in the area of citizen connectivity.

In summary, eLearning will totally change the dynamics of the way we learn.

by Yvon Le Roux, Vice-President Public Sector, Cisco Systems EMEA



Culture matters for the Dutch Presidency and an expected Council resolution setting out a working plan for
Culture Ministers will demonstrate just this. This resolution will set priorities for European cooperation on cultural
policy for the next two years. The Netherlands will decide on whether the mobility of collections should be placed
on this agenda, and suggestions from other Member States will also be considered.

The informal meeting of Culture Ministers in Rotterdam on the 13-14 July will focus on the achievements of the
EU in the past and evaluate the strengths and weaknesses in EU culture policy. Ministers will also consider the
way forward for the concept of culture in the enlarged European Union.

At this informal meeting, we understand that a provocative paper will be shared among participants to generate
some serious thinking on the topic of culture in Europe. The paper’s conclusion, that European culture ‘doesn’t
matter but it should’ will certainly raise eyebrows.

Prior to the informal Council meeting, the Dutch State Secretary for Culture will hold talks with a number of key
Culture Ministers from France, Germany and the UK. Ministers from Luxembourg (and the UK), as it will hold the
subsequent presidency, will also be consulted on possible long-term strategies.

Discussion in the form of a post-Culture 2000 programme will commence on the basis of proposals expected
from the Commission.

Two key events will be held under the Dutch Presidency in this area: the final manifestation of the European Year
of Education through Sport on 2-3 December, and a ministerial conference on Vocational Education on 13-15
December.

Culture

by Gregg Svingen, Weber Shandwick
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by René van Bergem, Director, Foundation Sterrekind

Any major technology developed in this century has found its true value in bringing people together. Sterrewereld
(World of Stars) was built to do exactly that for young people suffering from a chronic or long-term illness.

In the Netherlands alone, there are over half a million children and teenagers who suffer from a chronic or long-
term illness. Due to the developments in pediatric care over the last two decades, a significant number of
children and teenagers now have the opportunity to develop into independent strong individuals just like family
and friends around them. Despite these successes, however, this group still has to deal with an extra task in
everyday life caused by their illness. Sterrewereld attempts to specifically assist this group of young people in
helping them to deal with this.

Within the next three years a special community on the Internet, at www.sterrewereld.nl, membership is
expected to grow to a number of at least 75,000 irrespective of their physical location, in a hospital, at school or
at home. This new community is seeking collaboration and partnerships with others to continue to develop the
community and share its success.

Information and communication technology can bring people together in many different ways for many different
reasons.

Through successful partnership between local healthcare professionals and businesses, this innovative
community website is now starting to find its way to the target audience it was built for. Information technology
can help in relatively easy ways to solve complex problems. It crosses borders, brings people together and can
help achieve extraordinary things.

If Europe’s goal is to become the most competitive, innovative and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the
world by 2010, it should start regarding the use of information and communication technology as a strategic
means to accomplish this.

It should be on everyone’s agenda!
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Employment and Social Affairs will be one of the main priorities of the Dutch during their forthcoming Presidency.
The overall aim will be to stress the importance of policy changes within social and employment policies in order
to achieve the targets set at Lisbon and Stockholm, as well as the need for vigorous implementation of these
changes.

An Informal Employment and Social Affairs Council will be held on 8-10 July. The aim of this meeting is to have a
first round of discussion identifying the main social and employment challenges the EU is facing towards 2010.
Several conferences will also elaborate on this in their respective policy areas. In October, a conference entitled
Jobs for Europe will examine the improvements needed in the four following fields, in order to increase
participation and maintain social cohesion in an enlarged EU:

•  Effective reconciliation between work and family life: the Presidency will focus on the possibility for workers
to be increasingly flexible in their work and life patterns, as well as on the role that governments and the EU
could play in this context

•  A fully functioning social security system: this concerns achieving a satisfactory balance between
stimulating the participation on the labour market of people capable of doing so and providing an adequate
level of social protection in order to maintain social cohesion

•  Labour mobility: this will involve an assessment of whether labour mobility (geographical and occupational)
could contribute to a higher net participation rate in the EU’s labour market 

•  Training and productivity: the focus here is on the training of workers, job seekers and the non-working
population.

Finally in November, the Dutch will host another conference, A Social Europe: Let’s deliver. This event will cover
all aspects of social and employment policies and will be based on the conclusions from previous conferences
and expert meetings. This should result in the identification of appropriate action in the new Social Policy Agenda,
and may also be used as input for the Mid-Term Review of the Lisbon Strategy.

Employment and Social Affairs

by Susan McConville, Weber Shandwick
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Ten new Member States, a new Constitution (hopefully), a new Commission, a new Parliament. 2004 is a
challenging year for the EU by any standards and the concern of a company like Randstad is that this focus on
internal restructuring might deflect from the most important objective the EU has set itself in terms of the
economic survival of its members; the Lisbon targets. The time for more reports is over; now is the time for
national action.

In Ireland and the Netherlands, the EU in 2004 is being presided over by two countries with a proven ability to
take the, often tough, decisions necessary to adapt to the changing world in which they have to compete.
Randstad’s hope is that the Dutch government will use the opportunity of its EU Presidency to lead by example.

The Netherlands had the courage to radically change its approach in the 1980s, now it must do so again. If the
economy is to become competitive again, and you can’t create employment until you’re competitive, some bold
policy decisions need to be made:

•  Social security costs must be reduced; the current trend towards relocating outside of the EU will continue
unless employment costs decrease

•  We must make work pay; the governments’ generous benefit system is a disincentive to work

•  We must specialise; the government needs to decide what it’s good at, concentrate on those sectors and
adapt its education system to make sure we become the best at them

•  EU infrastructure, notably rail, road and ports are in urgent need of investment.

For those other Member States like Italy, Spain and Germany whose challenge is even greater than ours, the
European Employment Taskforce report published last year makes one very simple and easily implemented
recommendation; lift restrictions on temporary work agencies. Independent experts have calculated that this
simple step could help create 3.5 million new jobs in the EU by 2010. The EU could help these Member States
achieve this by.

•  Adopting a more flexible approach: the draft agency work Directive (comparing them to user company
workers is not the only way to protect agency workers)

•  Adopting the draft Directive on an internal market for business services.

Randstad, the world’s fourth largest staffing company and the market leader in the Netherlands, Belgium and
Germany, is confident that the Dutch will rise to the challenge during the crucial six months of its EU Presidency
and we are happy to contribute with our knowledge and experience of today’s European employment market in
any way we can.

by Ben Noteboom, CEO, Randstad
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by Lodewijk de Waal, Chairman, FNV 
(Dutch Trade Union Confederation)

As the confederation of Dutch unions and representing the interest of 1.2 million members, FNV supports the
European project, however, the construction of the EU focuses too much on the internal market leaving the social
dimension too weak. The European institutions are not the only ones responsible for this situation. Several
Member States are reluctant, if not opposed, to European social policies. The FNV regrets that the current Dutch
government is no exception.

The FNV welcomes the decision of the Dutch Government to make the EU social policy agenda one of the
priorities of its Presidency. If Europe is to achieve the social and economic targets agreed upon in Lisbon in 2000,
a strong and modern social policy is more than ever needed. This requires vision, ambition and political will. But
those are not reflected in the current agenda of the Dutch Presidency. In particular, the FNV regrets a lack of
commitment to address issues of fundamental importance to Europe’s workers.

More needs to be done to prevent social dumping in an enlarged Europe where there is a big gap between the
ten new Member States and the fifteen old ones. The FNV is not satisfied with the current body of EU legislation,
which fails to eliminate social dumping in the EU, notably the Directives on Posted Workers and Temporary
Workers are of particular concern. Nonetheless we support the enlargement, including the free circulation of
workers in the enlarged Union.

Greater political commitment is also needed to prevent a European social race to the bottom. There is a growing
pressure on European workers as firms are moving to “cheaper” countries or forced to accept less favourable
working conditions. Demolishing our welfare states is not a sustainable solution.

The answer to these problems has to be sought through education, the accessibility for all workers to life long
learning schemes through in the promotion of innovation.

Developing a European model of industrial relations in which workers’ participation in the decision making
process is acknowledged and valued. This should be the basic principle of any EU legislation on company law,
corporate governance or mergers. Workers’ involvement is the best way to increase labour productivity, and
obviously the role and power of the European Work Councils need to be considerably strengthened.

The FNV deplores the lack of ambition of the Dutch Presidency’s agenda as far as employment and social policies
are concerned.



Dr Jan Peter Balkenende, Prime Minister and Minister of General Affairs 

Dr Balkenende attended the Free University of Amsterdam where he studied history, graduating in 1980. He went
on to study law, graduating in 1982, then obtaining his doctorate in law ten years on, which include a thesis on
government regulation and civil society organisations. From 1982-1984, Dr Balkenende was a legal affairs policy
officer at the Netherlands Universities Council. He then served on the staff of the policy institute of the Christian
Democratic Alliance (CDA) party until 1998. From 1998-2002 he was a member of the House of Representatives
for the CDA, and became leader of the CDA parliamentary party in October 2001. Dr Balkenende has also been a
member and vice-chair of the board of the broadcasting organisation NCRV, a member of the Amsterdam
Regional Forum, chair of the Association of Christian Lawyers, member of the group on socially responsible
business practice in the Royal Association MKB-Nederland and a member of the board of the Parliamentary
History Group.

On 22 July 2002, Dr Balkenende succeeded in becoming Prime Minister and Minister of General Affairs, and following
his first government was re-elected in May 2003, returning as Prime Minister and Minister of General Affairs.

Laurens Jan Brinkhorst, Minister of Economic Affairs

Mr Brinkhorst studied law at Leiden University and graduated in 1959. In 1961, he was awarded an MA in public
law and government from Columbia University. In 1962, Mr Brinkhorst accepted a position at the Europe Institute
of Leiden University, and was appointed Director of the Institute in 1965. In the same year, he became senior
lecturer in international organisation law. From 1967 to 1973, he held the chair of European law at Groningen
University. Mr Brinkhorst was State Secretary for Foreign Affairs in the Den Uyl government with the European
Affairs portfolio from May 1973-September 1977. He was also a member of the House of Representatives of the
States General from 1977 to 1982, and was the leader of the Democrats 66 (D66) parliamentary party in
1981/1982. In 1982, Mr Brinkhorst was appointed Head of Delegation of the Commission in Japan.

In 1987, he took office as Director-General of Environment, Consumer Protection and Nuclear Safety, and in 1989
as Director-General of Environment, Nuclear Safety and Civil Protection at the European Commission. He served
as a member of the European Parliament from 1994 to 1999. Mr.Brinkhorst was Minister of Agriculture, Nature
Management and Fisheries in the second Kok government from June 1999-July 2002. He then worked for
NautaDutilh, a Brussels law firm, as their European affairs adviser, and held the Chair of Transnational and
European governance at the University of Tilburg. Mr Brinkhorst was appointed Minister of Economic Affairs in the
second Balkenende government on 27 May 2003.

People to Watch
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Dr Jan Peter Balkenende, Laurens Jan Brinkhorst
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Gerrit Zalm, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Finance

Gerrit Zalm studied economics at Amsterdam Free University, graduating in 1975. Mr Zalm is also a Professor of
economic policy. He began his career at the Economic Affairs Section of the Budget Preparation Division of the
Ministry of Finance, first as Head of the Section in 1977 and then of the whole division in 1978. In 1981, he was
appointed Deputy Director of Budgetary Affairs and Head of the Budget Preparation Division.

In 1983, Mr Zalm was appointed Deputy Director of General Economic Policy at the Ministry of Economic Affairs,
becoming Director in 1985. In 1988, he became a Deputy Director, and from 1989 a Director, of the Netherlands
Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis.

Mr Zalm was Minister of Finance in the first and second Kok governments from August 1994-July 2002, as well
as being leader of the People’s Party for Freedom and Democracy (VVD) from 2002-2003. On 27 May 2003, he
was appointed Minister of Finance and Deputy Prime Minister in the second Balkenende government.

Joop Wijn, State Secretary for Finance

Joop Wijn studied economics at Amsterdam University, graduating in 1991, and subsequently studied Dutch law.
From 1989-1994, Mr Wijn taught at the Schoevers Academy in Amsterdam, and from 1991-1994 he taught
marketing and business economics at the Netherlands Marketing Institute.

From 1994-1998 he was a trainee and then investment manager for ABN AMRO Bank holding companies. Prior to
this, Mr Wijn had his own personnel recruitment agency.

From 1998-2002, Mr Wijn was a member of the House of Representatives for the Christian Democratic Alliance
(CDA). Mr Wijn was appointed State Secretary for Economic Affairs on 22 July 2002 in the first Balkenende
government. He was then made State Secretary for Finance in the second Balkenende government on 27 May
2003.

Gerrit Zalm Joop Wijn



Ben Bot, Minister of Foreign Affairs

Dr Bot studied law at Leiden University, The Hague Academy of International Law and Harvard Law School in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, where he obtained a Master of Laws degree. He worked for the Foreign Service of
the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs from 1963-2002, with postings at the Permanent Representation of the
Netherlands to the European Communities (1964 to 1970), at the Embassy in Buenos Aires (until 1973), and at
the Embassy in East Berlin (DDR).

In 1976, Dr Bot returned to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in The Hague, where he remained until 1982. He then
became Deputy Permanent Representative of the Netherlands to NATO in Brussels, a post he held until 1986,
when he became Ambassador to Turkey. From 1986-1992, Dr Bot was Secretary-General of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, and rounded off his civil service career as Permanent Representative of the Netherlands to the
European Union in Brussels.

Since December 2003, Dr Bot has been Minister of Foreign Affairs in the second Balkenende government,
succeeding Jaap de Hoop Scheffer. Dr Bot is a member of the Christian Democratic Alliance.

Atzo Nicolaï, Minister for European Affairs

Atzo Nicolaï, a member of the People’s Party for Freedom and Democracy (VVD), is a graduate of constitutional
and administrative law and political science from the Free University of Amsterdam.

From 1998-2002, Mr Nicolaï was a member of the House of Representatives. Among his other activities, he has
served on the board of the Boekmanstichting study centre for arts, culture and related policy and was co-founder
of the Rushdie defence committee.

Mr Nicolaï has been State Secretary for Foreign Affairs (European Affairs) since July 2002 under the first
Balkenende government, although when abroad he is referred to as Minister for European Affairs. He was
appointed to the same post in the second Balkenende government on 27 May 2003.
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Cees Veerman, Minister of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality

Dr Veerman studied economics at Erasmus University, Rotterdam, graduating in 1973. He was awarded a
Doctorate of economic science at Wageningen Agricultural University in 1983, having completed a thesis on land
and land prices. Thereafter he has had an accomplished academic career teaching economics, business
economics, philosophy of knowledge and science and research methodology at a number of top Dutch
institutions. From 1989 he was a professor in agricultural business economics and sociology at Tilburg University,
and then from 1990 to 1997 he was a professor in agri-business at Erasmus University. From 1997 he was
chairman of the board of management of Wageningen University and Research Centre.

Dr Veerman has been a member of several supervisory boards and was chairman of the National Cooperative
Council for Agriculture and Horticulture, chairman of the DLO Agricultural Economics Research Institute, a
member of the Moret, Ernst & Young advisory board and a member of the Social and Economic Council. Dr
Veerman first key political role was as a member of Nieuw-Beijerland municipal council for the Christian
Democratic Alliance (CDA) party for seven years starting in 1973, followed by sitting on the Korendijk municipal
council from 1986 to 1991.

In July 2002, Dr Veerman was appointed Minister of Agriculture, Nature Management and Fisheries in the
Balkenende government. The role and scope of this ministry changed after the last election and, and Dr Veerman
is now the Minister of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality.

Piet Hein Donner, Minister of Justice

Piet Hein Donner studied Dutch law at the Free University of Amsterdam, graduating in 1974. Following this, he
carried out research at the University of Michigan, USA. From 1976-1981, he worked in the Foreign Economic
Relations Department of the Ministry of Economic Affairs, and then as senior adviser at the Public Law Legislation
Division of the Ministry of Justice until 1990.

From 1982-1984, Mr Donner was seconded to the House of Representatives to serve on the Committee of Inquiry
into government policy on the Rijn-Schelde-Verolme shipyard and engineering works. In 1990, he was appointed
member of the Advisory Council on Government Policy (WRR), becoming its Chairman in 1993. He was a member
of the Council of State from 1998 to 2002.

A member of the Christian Democratic Alliance (CDA), Mr Donner was the Minister of Justice in the first
Balkenende government from 22 July 2002, and was appointed to the same post in the second Balkenende
government on 27 May 2003.

Cees Veerman Piet Hein Donner
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Rita Verdonk, Minister for Integration and Immigration

Ms Verdonk studied sociology at Nijmegen University, specialising in criminology and organisational sociology.
She graduated in 1983. Ms Verdonk went on to work for the Ministry of Justice until 1996. She was an intern in
the Prison Service Department from 1983-1984.

She later worked as Deputy Governor first of Scheveningen Remand Centre and later of De Schie Prison in
Rotterdam (1984-1988). From 1992-1996, Ms Verdonk held various management positions at the Ministry of
Justice, in the Prison Service Department and the Youth Custodial Institutions and Hospital Orders Department.
She later worked for the National Security Service as Director of State Security. From 1999-2002 she worked as
a senior manager for KPMG, and from 2002-2003 as the Director of ATOS KPMG Consulting.

Ms Verdonk was appointed Minister for Immigration and Integration in the second Balkenende government on 27
May 2003. She is a member of the People’s Party for Freedom and Democracy (VVD).

Hans Hoogervorst, Minister of Health, Welfare and Sport 

Mr Hoogervorst studied history at the University of Amsterdam, graduating in 1981. He then went on to obtain a
masters degree in international relations at the Johns Hopkins University in Washington, DC in 1983. Following
his studies, Mr Hoogervorst worked as an international banking officer with the National Bank of Washington in
Washington DC before returning to the Netherlands to work as a policy officer on international monetary affairs at
the Dutch Ministry of Finance until 1987. From 1988-1994 he was a financial policy assistant to the People’s
Party for Freedom and Democracy (VVD) in the House of Representatives, and then being elected as a member to
the House (1994-1998). From 3 August 1998, Mr Hoogervorst was State Secretary for Social Affairs and
Employment in the second Wim Kok government. Perhaps surprisingly, given the change in political colour of the
government he was appointed Minister of Finance in the first Balkenende government, then also taking
responsibility for Economic Affairs in October 2002.

In May 2003 he was appointed Minister of Health, Welfare and Sport in the second Balkenende government.

Rita Verdonk Hans Hoogervorst
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Clémence Ross-van Dorp, State Secretary for Health, Welfare and Sport

Clémence Ross-van Dorp qualified as a teacher of Dutch and English before subsequently studying Sinology at
Leiden University, graduating in 1989. From 1998 to 2002, Ms Ross-van Dorp was a member of the House of
Representatives for the Christian Democratic Alliance (CDA).

On 22 July 2002, Ms Ross-van Dorp was appointed State Secretary for Health, Welfare and Sport in the first
Balkenende government. She was appointed to the same post in the second Balkenende government.

Aart Jan de Geus, Minister of Social Affairs and Employment

Having first studying accountancy, Aart Jan de Geus studied law at Erasmus University, Rotterdam, graduating in
1980. In 1981, he completed a postgraduate course in labour law at Nijmegen University. In 1998 Mr De Geus
was made a partner at Boer & Croon, Strategy and Management Group in Amsterdam. Many of the projects he
was involved in centred on problems associated with the welfare state, and his clients were both public sector
organisations and private parties.

Mr De Geus has also been a member of the Supervisory Board of Maastricht Teaching Hospital, of the advisory
Board of the Association of Dutch Health Insurance and of the social issues committee of the Council of
Churches, as well as chairman of the Board of the Dutch Refugee Council.

From 22 July 2002, Mr De Geus was Minister of Social Affairs and Employment in the first Balkenende
government and from 16 October 2002 he was also responsible for managing the Ministry of Health, Welfare and
Sport. A member of the Christian Democratic Alliance (CDA), he was re-appointed Minister of Social Affairs and
Employment in the second Balkenende government on 27 May 2003.

Clémence Ross-van Dorp Aart Jan de Geus
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Mark Rutte, State Secretary for Social Affairs and Employment

After completing his secondary education, Mark Rutte studied history at Leiden University, graduating in 1992. He
was subsequently employed by Unilever, where he was responsible for staff training. In 1997 Mr Rutte became
personnel manager of Van den Bergh Nederland, within Unilever. In 2000 he was appointed to the Corporate
Human Resources Group. In 2002 he became Director of human resources at the IGLOMora Group BV, a Unilever
subsidiary.

He was National Chair of the JOVD, the youth organisation of the People’s Party for Freedom and Democracy
(VVD, 1988-1991) and a member of the VVD party executive from 1993 until 1997.

On 22 July 2002, Mr Rutte was appointed State Secretary for Social Affairs and Employment in the first
Balkenende government, and retains this post under the second Balkenende government.

Maria van der Hoeven, Minister of Education, Culture and Science 

Ms van der Hoeven trained as a primary school teacher in Maastricht as well as obtaining a secondary teaching
certificate in English. Until 1987 Ms van der Hoeven headed the Adult Commercial Vocational Training Centre in
Maastricht, after which she served as the head of the Limburg Technology Centre until 1991. Ms Van der Hoeven
was a member of the House of Representatives for the Christian Democratic Alliance (CDA) party from 1991-
2002.

She was then appointed the Minister of Education, Culture and Science in the first Balkenende government and
continued in the same post in the second term.

Mark Rutte Maria van der Hoeven
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Annette Nijs, State Secretary for Education, Culture and Science 

Ms Nijs studied macroeconomics at Erasmus University, Rotterdam, and then also graduating from the London
Business School in 1999. Ms Nijs was employed at the Unilever headquarters in Rotterdam between 1985-1986
and subsequently served as a policy advisor to the Royal Dutch Union of Entrepreneurs. From 1991 to 2002, she
held various financial and commercial posts within Shell International and its subsidiaries, based in The Hague,
London, Muscat, Houston and Manila. Ms Nijs has also lectured in e-business at the London Business School.

Ms Nijs eventually left Shell International to take up a position in Jan Balkenende’s government as State
Secretary for Education, Culture and Science. Following the government’s re-election she was appointed to the
same post in May 2003.

Medy van der Laan, State Secretary for Education, Culture and Science

Before studying Dutch law at Nijmegen University in 1990, Medy van der Laan studied the harp at the Arnhem
Academy of Music for two years until 1987. In 1991, Ms Van der Laan went to work for the Ministry of the
Interior, first working for the Legal and Administrative Affairs Division of the Police Department dealing with
general police policy. From 1994 Ms Van der Laan was a project leader attached to the Secretary-General’s Office
and a political assistant to the then State Secretary, Jacob Kohnstamm. Between 1998 and 2001 she served as
Head of the Administrative, International and Legal Affairs Division of the Disaster Control and Fire Services
Department.

Ms Van der Laan was appointed State Secretary for Education, Culture and Science in May 2003. She is a
member of Democrats 66 (D66) political party.

Annette Nijs Medy van der Laan
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Johan Remkes, Minister of the Interior and Kingdom Relations  

A graduate in economics from Groningen University, Mr Remkes was chairman of the JOVD from 1975-1977, the
youth organisation of the People’s Party for Freedom and Democracy (VVD). From 1978-1982 and again from
1994-1996, Mr Remkes was a member of Groningen municipal council and leader of the VVD group in the
council. He has also been a member of Groningen provincial council, and a member of the provincial executive.
From 1993-1998 he was a member of the House of Representatives. In August 1998, Mr Remkes was appointed
State Secretary for Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment in the second Kok government. On 22 July
2002, he was appointed Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of the Interior and Kingdom Relations in the first
Balkenende government.

The return of the second Balkenende government in May 2003, saw his reappointment as Minister of the Interior
and Kingdom Relations.

Thom de Graaf, Minister for Government Reform and Kingdom Relations

Mr De Graaf studied Dutch law at Nijmegen University and graduated in 1981. At university, he worked for the
Centre for Parliamentary History in Nijmegen as an assistant researcher. He was a member of the Law Faculty at
Nijmegen University, while he lectured in constitutional law (1981-1985). He was the leader of the D66
parliamentary party from 1997 until January 2003. He was also Deputy Chair of the Committee of Inquiry into
police investigation methods (1994-1996).

He has been a Minister on Government Reform and Kingdom Relations in the second Balkenende government
since 27 May 2003.

Johan Remkes Thom de Graaf
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Karla Peijs, Minister of Transport, Public Works and Water Management 

Ms Peijs studied economics and organisational sociology at Nijmegen University and Amsterdam Free University,
graduating in 1985.Ms Peijs then worked at Utrecht College of Higher Professional Education as a lecturer in
economics (1985-1989). In her final year there she was co-ordinator of the economics department’s internal and
external relations.

From 1982-1989, Ms Peijs was a member of Utrecht Provincial Council, representing the Christian Democratic
Alliance (CDA). She has also been a Member of the European Parliament (1989-2003). She was a member of the
ING group’s Advisory Board for small and medium-sized businesses and was a consultant to the Royal Dutch
Institute of Registered Accountants’ small and medium-sized businesses committee. She has been a member of
the supervisory boards of Aegon, VendeXKBB, DaimlerChrysler Nederland, Solvay Nederland and Schouten &
Nelissen.

Ms Peijs was appointed Minister of Transport, Public Works and Water Management in the second Balkenende
government on 27 May 2003.

Melanie Schultz van Haegen, State Secretary for Transport, Public Works and Water Management 

Ms Schultz van Haegen studied public administration at Leiden University and Erasmus University, Rotterdam,
graduating in 1994. Thereafter she worked as a consultant in the private sector. She was subsequently appointed
as an inspector for the budget inspectorate in the Ministry of Finance, a post she held until 1999.

Ms Schultz van Haegen was appointed as State Secretary for Transport, Public Works and Water Management in
the second Balkenende government on 27 May 2003, after serving in the first Balkenende cabinet in the same
post.

Karla Peijs Melanie Schultz van Haegen
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Sybilla Dekker, Minister of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment

Sybilla Dekker, a member of the People’s Party for Freedom and Democracy (VVD), studied personnel at the
School of Social Work in Amsterdam, graduating in 1965. She later studied organisation studies at the Inter-
university Centre for Development in Organisation and Change Management (SIOO). Ms Dekker was Director of
the Dutch Association of Construction Industry Employers until 1996, and has also been the Director General of
the Dutch Employers’ Association (AWVN), an organisation of employers in the market sector affiliated to the
Confederation of Netherlands Industry and Employers (VNO-NCW).

Other positions held by the Minister include chair of the Supervisory Board of Heineken Nederlands Beheer NV,
chair of Opportunity in Bedrijf, an association dedicated to equal opportunities in the workplace, member of the
Board of the Confederation of Netherlands Industry and Employers, as well as of the King William I Award, which
encourages innovation in business. She has also served on the Supervisory Board of Leiden University Medical
Centre and the Supervisory Board of both the Rabobank and Dutch Railways.

Ms Dekker was appointed Minister of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment in the second Balkenende
government on 27 May 2003.

Pieter van Geel, State Secretary for Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment

Pieter Van Geel studied town and country planning at the University of Nijmegen, graduating in 1974. He went on
to work for the municipality of Helmond, first as a planner but from 1980 as Head of the Research, Statistics and
Policy Development Department.

He became Vice-Chairman of the Association of Provincial Authorities (IPO) and a member of the House of
Representatives in 2002.

Mr Van Geel was State Secretary for Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment in the first Balkenende
government from 22 July 2002, and was appointed to the same post in the second Balkenende government on
27 May 2003.

Sybilla Dekker Pieter van Geel
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Agnes van Ardenne, Minister for Development Cooperation

Agnes Van Ardenne was a member of Vlaardingen municipal council (1988-1994), where she represented the
Christian Democratic Alliance (CDA). From 1990, she also served on the municipal executive, as the alderman for
economic affairs.

From 1994-2002, Ms Van Ardenne was a member of the House of Representatives and of the North Atlantic
Assembly and the Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly.

Ms Van Ardenne-van der Hoeven was Minister for Development Cooperation in the first Balkenende government
from 22 July 2002, and was appointed to the same post in the second Balkenende government on 27 May 2003.

Karien van Gennip, Minister for Foreign Trade

Ms Van Gennip studied applied physics at Delft University of Technology, graduating in 1993. In 1995, she
graduated with a MBA from the European Institute of Business Administration (INSEAD) in Fontainebleau, France.
In 1994 and from 1996-2002, Ms Van Gennip worked for McKinsey & Co. in Amsterdam and San Francisco. From
September 2002, she led the reorganisation of the Financial Markets Authority, and was appointed its Director in
2003. Ms Van Gennip was appointed State Secretary for Economic Affairs in the second Balkenende government
on 27 May 2003. She is referred to, when abroad, as Minister for Foreign Trade.
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Mr Dick Zandee
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LCol. Jan Horsting (RNLAF)
(Sgt. Ed Heldoorn, 679 16 57)

KLTZ Oscar van Lent (Navy)
(Sgt. Ed Heldoorn, 679 16 57)

Justice and Home Affairs

Justice Section
www.minjus.nl

Mr Wouter Sturms
(Secr. Ms Petra Gevels; 679 15 31
Secr. Ms Petra Dessens; 679 16 49)
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Home Affairs Section
www.minbzk.nl

Mr Guus Bronkhorst
(Secr. Ms Els Vonk; 679 16 44
Secr. Ms Petra Dessens; 679 16 44)
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Secr. Ms Melanie Reef; 679 15 57
(Secr. Ms Moira Cram; 679 15 57)

Mr Willem Aalmans
(Secr. Ms Sukran Ay; 679 15 58
Secr. Ms Melanie Reef; 679 15 57
(Secr. Ms Moira Cram; 679 15 57)

Mr Wiclef Poesiat
(Secr. Ms Sukran Ay; 679 15 58
Secr. Ms Melanie Reef; 679 15 57
(Secr. Ms Moira Cram; 679 15 57)

Mr Rob Tjalkens
(Secr. Ms Sukran Ay; 679 15 58
Secr. Ms Melanie Reef; 679 15 57
(Secr. Ms Moira Cram; 679 15 57)

JHA Cooperation (in particular Police 
Cooperation and Fight against
Terrorism) Affairs regarding Regional
and Local Authorities, e.g. State Aid
and Urban Development

Statute European Officials, Civil
Protection Affairs regarding Regional
and Local Authorities, e.g. State Aid
and Urban Development

Coordination ECOFIN
Finances of the Union, Giving of Rules 
Structural Funds, Cohesion Funds and 
Trans European Webs, Economical and 
Monetary Politics , External Financial 
Relations 

Fiscal and Custom Affairs

Budget Affairs, Giving of Instructions
Budget Control and Fraud, Payment 
Procedure 

Financial Service, Stock Exchange and 
Insurance Sector, Banks and
Insurance Sector, Corporate
Governance, Year Report and
Supervision on Accountants, Money
Laundering

Fiscal and Custom Affairs

Tel. 679 15 25
bre-bzk@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 26
bre-bzk@minbuza.nl

Tel. +32 2 679 15 55
bre-fin@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 59
bre-fin@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 56
bre-fin@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 67
bre-fin@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 63
bre-fin@minbuza.nl

mailto:bre-bzk@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-bzk@minbuza.nl
www.minbzk.nl
mailto:bre-fin@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-fin@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-fin@minbuza.nl
www.minfin.nl
mailto:bre-fin@minbuza.nl
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Mr Jan Willem Gerritsen
(Secr. Ms Sukran Ay; 679 15 58
Secr. Ms Melanie Reef; 679 15 57
(Secr. Ms Moira Cram; 679 15 57)

Mr Reinout de Boer
(Secr. Ms Sukran Ay; 679 15 58
Secr. Ms Melanie Reef; 679 15 57
(Secr. Ms Moira Cram; 679 15 57)

Development Policy Section

Mr Paul Ymkers
(Secr. Ms Anuschka van den Bussche;
679 16 45,
Secr. Ms Liesbeth Stekelenburg; 679
16 54)

Ms Wampie Libon - Van der Wal
(Secr. Ms Anuschka van den Bussche;
679 16 45,

Secr. Ms Liesbeth Stekelenburg; 679
16 54)

EU-Enlargement Section

Mr Jurriaan Kraak
(Secr. Ms Anuschka van den Bussche;
679 16 45,

Secr. Ms Liesbeth Stekelenburg; 679
16 54)

Mr Fred Duijn
(Secr. Ms Anuschka van den Bussche;
679 16 45,

Secr. Ms Liesbeth Stekelenburg; 679
16 54)

Mediterranean and Middle East
Section

Mr Remmert Cohen
(Secr. Ms Meral Diepeveen; 679 16
31)

Budget Affairs, Budgetary
Management
and Fraud, Discharge 

Fiscal and Custom Affairs

Development Cooperation

Development Cooperation, Africa-
Caribbean- Pacific (Cotonou
Agreement), Asia and Oceania

EU Enlargement and Accession
Negotiations

Enlargement, Relations with Latin-
America, Overseas Countries and
Territories

Mediterranean Countries, Middle East
and Gulf Area, EUROMED/Barcelona
Process

Tel. 679 15 63
bre-fin@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 63
bre-fin@minbuza.nl

Tel. +32 2 679 15 03
bre-os@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 33
bre-os@minbuza.nl

Tel. +32  2 679 16 07
bre-uitbr@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 38
bre-uitbr@minbuza.nl

Tel. +32 2 679 16 31
bre-mz@minbuza.nl

mailto:bre-fin@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-fin@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-os@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-os@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-uitbr@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-uitbr@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-mz@minbuza.nl
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Agriculture, Nature and Food
Quality Section
www.minlnv.nl

Ms  Marianne Vaes
(Secr. Ms Wilma v.d. Bosch; 679 15 45
Secr. Ms M. Barth; 679 15 46)

Mr Ton Akkerman
(Secr. Ms Wilma v.d. Bosch; 679 15 45
Secr. Ms M. Barth; 679 15 46)

Mr Oscar Meuffels
(Secr. Ms Wilma v.d. Bosch; 679 15 45
Secr. Ms M. Barth; 679 15 46)

Mr Frans Vroegop
(Secr. Ms Wilma v.d. Bosch; 679 15 45
Secr. Ms M. Barth; 679 15 46)

Ms Suzanne Bont
(Secr. Ms Wilma v.d. Bosch; 679 15 45
Secr. Ms M. Barth; 679 15 46)

Economic Affairs Section
www.minez.nl

Mr Siebe Schuur
(Secr. Ms Hilda Ferwerda; 679 45 14
Secr. Ms Magreet Kramer; 679 15 14
Secr. Ms Inez Oueslati; 679 15 17)

Mr Bert van Duijvendijk
(Secr. Ms Hilda Ferwerda; 679 45 14
Secr. Ms Magreet Kramer; 679 15 14
Secr. Ms Inez Oueslati; 679 15 17)

Mr Maarten Haijer
(Secr. Ms Hilda Ferwerda; 679 45 14
Secr. Ms Magreet Kramer; 679 15 14
Secr. Ms Inez Oueslati; 679 15 17)

Mr Tjerk Opmeer
(Secr. Ms Hilda Ferwerda; 679 45 14
Secr. Ms Magreet Kramer; 679 15 14
Secr. Ms Inez Oueslati; 679 15 17)

CSA, CAP, WTO, Food Quality

Animal Health, Welfare and Public
Health Affairs

Food safety, GMOs, FAO, Plant
Protection Products, Foodstuffs, Codex
Alimentarius, Phytosanitary Issues,
Forests

Fishery Policy, Animal Food

Agriculture Attaché
Rural Policy,Structural Funds in
relation with 
Agriculture Policy, Research Policy

External Economical Relations, Trade
Policy, Transatlantic Relations,
Competitiveness Council

Industry Policy, State Aid, Steel,
Ship Building, Competition

Anti Dumping, Competitiveness 
Council Coordination, Internal Market

Energy, Structural Funds, Consumer
Policy, Tourism, Public Procurement

Tel. +32 2 679 15 43
bre-lnv@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 49
bre-lnv@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 47
bre-lnv@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 44
bre-lnv@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 16 28
bre-lnv@minbuza.nl

Tel. +32 2 679 15 14
bre-ea@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 14
bre-ea@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 14
bre-ea@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 14
bre-ea@minbuza.nl

mailto:bre-lnv@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-lnv@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-lnv@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-lnv@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-ea@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-ea@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-ea@minbuza.nl
www.minlnv.nl
www.minez.nl
mailto:bre-lnv@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-ea@minbuza.nl
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Mr Kees Fraterman
(Secr. Ms Hilda Ferwerda; 679 45 14
Secr. Ms Magreet Kramer; 679 15 14
Secr. Ms Inez Oueslati; 679 15 17)

Mr Ronald Luttikhuizen
(Secr. Ms Hilda Ferwerda; 679 45 14
Secr. Ms Magreet Kramer; 679 15 14
Secr. Ms Inez Oueslati; 679 15 17)

Mr. Victor Holleboom
(Secr. Ms Hilda Ferwerda; 679 45 14
Secr. Ms Magreet Kramer; 679 15 14
Secr. Ms Inez Oueslati; 679 15 17)

Social Affairs and Employment
Section
www.minszw.nl

Mr Frank Schumacher
(Secr. Ms Helen Vet-Beltz; 679 15 54)

Mr Guido ten Dolle
(Secr. Ms Helen Vet-Beltz; 679 15 54)

Mr Rolf Kuggeleijn
(Secr. Ms Helen Vet-Beltz; 679 15 54)

Ms Francine Piérard-Oberg
(Secr. Ms Helen Vet-Beltz; 679 15 54)

Transport and Communications
Section
www.minvenw.nl

Mr Jan van Heest
(Secr. Ms Ilse van den Steene; 679 
15 42)

Mr Bart de Jong
(Secr. Ms Ilse van den Steene; 679 
15 42)

Eastern Europe (in particular Russia,
Ukraine and Southern Caucasus) and
Central Asia, EFTA/EEA, Switzerland

Statistic Policy Information, Economic 
Commission for Europe

Information Society,
Telecommunications and Postal
Services

Coordination and Horizontal Questions,
Specific Dossiers (i.a. working time
and gender issues) European Social
Fund, Relations with  the Economic
and Social Committee 

Employment 
Social Inclusion 
Pensions

Safety and Health at the Workplace
Social Security 
Labour law

Assistant to the Social Counsellor

Transport, Aviation, Land Transport,
Inland
Waterways, Galileo

Transport, Shipping, Railways, TEN,
Intermodal Questions and Networks

Tel. 679 15 14
bre-ea@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 14
bre-ea@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 14
bre-ea@minbuza.nl

Tel. +32 2 679 15 51
bre-szw@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 17 32
bre-szw@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 48
bre-szw@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 53
bre-szw@minbuza.nl

Tel. +32 2 679 15 39
bre-va@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 40
bre-va@minbuza.nl

mailto:bre-ea@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-ea@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-ea@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-szw@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-szw@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-szw@minbuza.nl
www.minvenw.nl
mailto:bre-va@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-szw@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-va@minbuza.nl
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Ms Heleen Huisjes
(Secr. Ms Ilse van den Steene; 679 
15 42)

Mr Hielke Venema
(Secr. Ms Ilse van den Steene; 679 
15 42)

Environment and Nature Policy
Section
www.minvrom.nl en     www.rivm.nl

Mr Simon Smits
(Secr. Ms Benedicte Smeenk; 679 15 21)

Mr Eduard Dame
(Secr. Ms Benedicte Smeenk; 679 15 21)

Ms Ilse Pauwels
(Secr. Ms Benedicte Smeenk; 679 15 21)

Ms Gwendel Kusters
(Secr. Ms Benedicte Smeenk; 679 15 21)

Health, Welfare and Sports Section
www.minvws.nl

Mr Eddy Engelsman
(Secr. Ms Sharon Schenkel; 679 15 32
Secr. Ms Marianne Fernández; 679 
15 32)

Mr Marcel Floor
(Secr. Ms Sharon Schenkel; 679 15 32
Secr. Ms Marianne Fernández; 679 
15 32)

Ms Birte van Elk
(Secr. Ms Sharon Schenkel; 679 15 32
Secr. Ms Marianne Fernández; 679 
15 32)

Transport

Transport

European Environment and Nature
Policy

European Environment and Nature
Policy

European Environment and Nature
Policy

European Environment and Nature
Policy

Public Health (e.g. Communicable
Diseases, Healthcare, Illicit Drugs,
Tissues and Cells)

Pharmaceutical Products, Medical
Devices, Foodstuffs, Food safety,
Sports

Public Health, Youth Policy, Well-Being

Tel. 679 17 30
bre-va@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 17 24
bre-va@minbuza.nl

Tel. +32 2 679 15 21
bre-mil@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 21
bre-mil@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 21
bre-mil@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 21
bre-mil@minbuza.nl

Tel. +32 2 679 15 32
bre-vws@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 32
bre-vws@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 32
bre-vws@minbuza.nl

mailto:bre-va@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-va@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-mil@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-mil@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-mil@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-mil@minbuza.nl
www.minvrom.nl
www.minvws.nl
mailto:bre-vws@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-vws@minbuza.nl
www.rivm.nl
mailto:bre-vws@minbuza.nl
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Education, Culture an Science
Section
www.minocw.nl

Ms Julie Mebes
(Secr. Ms Johanna Roona; 679 16 17)

Ms Gwenda Zuurbier
(Secr. Ms Johanna Roona; 679 16 17)

Ms Lille Witsen Elias
(Secr. Ms Johanna Roona; 679 16 17)

Atom and Research Section
www.minvrom.nl

Mr Pieter Langenberg
(Secr. Ms Geneviève Gérard; 679 15
27)

Ms Stientje van Veldhoven 
(Secr. Ms Geneviève Gérard; 679 15
27)

Mr Herman van der Plas
(Secr. Ms Geneviève Gérard; 679 15
27)

European Parliament Section
www.europarl.eu.int

Ms Paula Sastrowijoto
(Secr. Mw. Marloes van Willigenburg;
679 16 16)

Ms Janneke Faber
(Secr. Mw. Marloes van Willigenburg;
679 16 16)

Promotion Dutch Private
Enterprises Section

Mr Laurens Westhoff
(Sec. Ms Lydia van Hoecke; 679 15 37
Secr. Ms Marjolijn Hoffman; 679 15
34)

Culture, Audiovisual and Education

Education Affairs

Cultural and Audiovisual Affairs

Nuclear and Research Affairs

Nuclear and Research Affairs
Science & Technological Attaché

Nuclear and Research Affairs
Scientific Policy

Relations with the European
Parliament

Relations with the European
Parliament

Interest Promotion Dutch Private
Enterprises,
European Public Servants

Tel. +32 2 679 16 15
bre-vws@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 16 30
bre-vws@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 16 29
bre-ocw@minbuza.nl

Tel. +32 2 679 15 27
bre-ato@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 27
bre-ato@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 16 64
bre-ato@minbuza.nl

Tel. +32 2  679 16 06
bre-ep@minbuza.nl

Tel. 679 15 24
bre-ep@minbuza.nl

Tel. +32 2 679 15 35
bre-aob@minbuza.nl

mailto:bre-vws@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-ocw@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-ato@minbuza.nl
www.minocw.nl
www.minvrom.nl
mailto:bre-ato@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-ato@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-ep@minbuza.nl
www.europarl.eu.int
mailto:bre-ep@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-aob@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-vws@minbuza.nl
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Ms Saskia Walkate
(Sec. Ms Lydia van Hoecke; 679 15 37
Secr. Ms Marjolijn Hoffman; 679 15
34)

The Netherlands Antilles Section

Mr Caryl Monte QDR CFE
(Secr. Ms Meral Diepeveen; 679 16
31)

Coordinator Management

Mr René de Jong
(Secr. Ms Carla Horion; 679 17 48)

Interest Promotion Dutch Private
Enterprises, Laureates and Trainees

Antillean Affairs in the field of the
European Union

General Affairs

Tel. 679 15 36
bre-aob@minbuza.nl

Tel. +32 2 679 17 52 
bre-na@minbuza.nl

Tel.+32 2 679 17 05
bru-cbv@minbuza.nl

mailto:bre-aob@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-na@minbuza.nl
mailto:bre-cbv@minbuza.nl


Dutch Presidency www.eu2004.nl/
Parliamentary Website
for EU Presidency www.parlement.nl/ 

EUPresidency2004/

State Institutions
Parliament: www.parlement.nl 
First Chamber: www.eerstekamer.nl 
Second Chamber: www.tweedekamer.nl
Dutch Government: www.regering.nl 
Royal Family: www.koninklijkhuis.nl 
Dutch State Treasury Agency: www.dutchstate.nl 
Tax Agency: www.belastingdienst.nl
Dutch Police: www.politie.nl 
Bank of the Netherlands: www.dnb.nl 
General Chamber of Accounts: www.rekenkamer.nl 

Ministries
Ministry of General Affairs: www.minaz.nl 
Ministry of the Interior
and Kingdom Relations: www.bzk.nl   
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: www.minbuza.nl 
Ministry of Defence: www.defensie.nl 
Ministry of Finance: www.minfin.nl 
Ministry of Justice: www.justitie.nl 
Ministry of Agriculture,
Nature and Food Quality: www.minlnv.nl 
Ministry of Education,
Culture and Sciences: www.minocw.nl 
Ministry of Social Affairs 
and Employment: www.szw.nl 

Ministry of Transport, Public
Works and Water Management: www.minvenw.nl 
Ministry of Health, Welfare
and Sports: www.minvws.nl 
Ministry of Spatial Planning,
Housing and the Environment: www.vrom.nl 
Ministry of Economic Affairs: www.minez.nl 

Dutch Political Parties
Christen Democratisch
Appel: www.cda.nl 
Partij van de Arbeid: www.pvda.nl 
Volkspartij voor Vrijheid
en Democratie: www.vvd.nl 
Groen Links: www.groenlinks.nl 
Democraten 66: www.d66.nl 
Staatkundig Gereformeerde
Partij: www.sgp.nl 
Christen Unie: www.christenunie.nl 
Socialistische Partij: www.sp.nl 
Dutch Provinces
Noord-Brabant: www.brabant.nl
Limburg: www.limburg.nl 
Groningen: www.provinciegroningen.nl 
Drenthe: www.drenthe.nl
Noord-holland: www.noord-holland.nl
Gelderland: www.gelderland.nl
Flevoland: www.flevoland.nl
Zuid-holland: www.zuidholland.nl
Friesland: www.fryslan.nl
Overijssel: www.prv-overijssel.nl
Zeeland: www.zeeland.nl 
Utrecht: www.provincie-utrecht.nl 

Useful Links
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Local Government
The 4 largest Communities: www.grotevier.nl 
Amsterdam: www.amsterdam.nl 
Rotterdam: www.rotterdam.nl
The Hague: www.denhaag.nl 
Utrecht: www.utrecht.nl 

Industry and Commerce
Dutch Chamber of Commerce: www.kvk.nl 
FNV, Dutch trade
union confederation: www.fnv.nl 
VNO-NCW, Dutch
employers organisation: www.vno-ncw.nl 
MKB, organisation of small
and medium-sized enterprises:www.mkb.nl
Office for Industrial Property: www.bie.nl 
Netherlands Foreign
Investment Agency: www.nfia.nl 
Economic Information Office: www.evd.nl 
Netherlands Competition
Authority: www.nma-org.nl 
Independent Postal and
Telecommunications Authority:www.opta.nl
General Energy Council: www.xs4all.nl/~aer/

EU
Europol: www.europol.eu.int 
Central European Bank: www.ecb.de 
Economic and
Social Committee: www.esc.eu.int 
European Chamber
of Accounts: www.eca.eu.int
European Parliament: www.europarl.eu.int 
Representation of the European
Commission in the Netherlands:www.europa.nl 
Committee of the Regions: www.cor.eu.int 
Court of Justice: www.curia.eu.int 
European Convention: http://.european-

convention.eu.int 

Other Links
Social and Economic Council
of the Netherlands: www.ser.nl
Central Office of Statistics: www.cbs.nl 
Central Planning Office: www.cpb.nl
Education Council: www.onderwijsraad.nl

Dutch Organisation for
Applied Scientific Research: www.tno.nl
Scientific Council for
Government Policy: www.wrr.nl 
Netherlands Board of Tourism: www.visitholland.com 
Offers access to all
Governmental sites: www.overheid.nl  
Website for all questions on
Governmental issues: www.postbus51.nl

www.grotevier.nl
www.amsterdam.nl
www.rotterdam.nl
www.denhaag.nl
www.utrecht.nl
www.kvk.nl
www.fnv.nl
www.vno-ncw.nl
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www.nma-org.nl
www.opta.nl
www.xs4all.nl/~aer/
www.europol.eu.int
www.ecb.de
www.esc.eu.int
www.eca.eu.int
www.europarl.eu.int
www.europa.nl
www.cor.eu.int
www.curia.eu.int
http://.european-convention.eu.int
www.tno.nl
www.wrr.nl
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www.overheid.nl
www.postbus51.nl


July
02 - (Informal) Competitiveness 

Ministerial Meeting, Maastricht
- PSC (Political and Security 

Committee)
05 - Eurogroup

- Ecofin Council (Economic and 
Monetary Affairs Council)

- Trilogue Budget 
06 - Fifth ASEM Finance Ministers’

Meeting, Bali, Indonesia 
- PSC

07 - Coreper II/ Coreper I 
- EU-Ukraine Summit,

The Hague
- (Informal) Social Policy 

Ministerial Meeting,
Maastricht (until 10 July)

- Coreper II
- PSC

09 - (Informal) Transport 
Ministerial Meeting,

Amsterdam (until 10 July)
12 - GAERC (General Affairs and 

External Relations Council),
(until 13 July)

- (Informal) Ministerial Meeting 
of Education, Youth & Culture 
Ministers (until 14 July)

13 - PSC
14 - Coreper I
15 - Coreper II
16 - Ecofin Council (budget)

(Informal) Environment 

Ministerial Meeting,
Maastricht (until 18 July)

- PSC
19 - Justice and Home Affairs 

(JAI) Council
- Agriculture and Fisheries 

Council 
20 - PSC
21 - National Holiday, Belgium
22 - Coreper II
23 - Coreper I

- PSC
27 - PSC
29 - PSC

August
31 - PSC

September
01 - Coreper I
02 - Coreper II
03 - Gymnich (European Union 

Foreign Ministers Informal 
Meeting), Maastricht 
(until 4 September)

- PSC
05 - (Informal) Agriculture and 

Fisheries Ministerial Meeting,
Noordwijk (until 7 September) 

07 - PSC
08 - Coreper II/ Coreper I
09 - (Informal) Health Ministerial 

Meeting, Noordwijk (until 10 
September)

10 - (Informal) Economic and 
Finance Ministerial Meeting,
Scheveningen (until 11 
September)

13 - GAERC (until 14 September)
14 - PSC
15 - Coreper I
16 - ASEM Economic Ministers’ 

Meeting, Rotterdam (until 17 
September)

- (Informal) Defence Ministerial 
Meeting, Noordwijk (until 18 
September)

- Coreper I
- PSC

20 - Agriculture and Fisheries 
Council (until 21 September)

21 - PSC
- Conciliation

22 - Coreper II/ Coreper I
24 - Competitiveness Council

- PSC
27 - Possible Transport, Telecom & 

Energy Council
28 - PSC
29 - Coreper II/ Coreper I
30 - (Informal) JHA Ministerial 

Meeting, The Hague (until 1 
October)

October
01 - Coreper I

- PSC

Key Dates
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04 - Employment, Social Policy,
Health & Consumer Affairs 
Council

05 - PSC 
06 - Coreper II/ Coreper I 
07 - EU-South Korea

Summit, Hanoi
- Transport, Telecom & Energy 

Council (until 8 October)
- Coreper II
- PSC

08 - ASEM Summit, Hanoi 
(until 9 October)

11 - GAERC (until 12 October)
12 - PSC

- Conciliation
13 - Coreper I
14 - EU-India Summit, The Hague

- Environment Council
- Coreper II
- Triologue Budget

15 - Coreper I
- PSC
- Agriculture & Fisheries 

Council (until 19 October)
- Coreper II
- PSC
- Coreper II/ Coreper I

Eurogroup
21 - Ecofin Council
22 - Coreper I

- PSC
25 - JHA Council (until 26 October)
26 - PSC
27 - (Informal) Development 

Ministerial Meeting,
Maastricht

- Coreper II/ Coreper I
28 - Coreper II

- PSC
29 - Coreper I

November
01 - All Saints’ Day 
02 - All Souls’ Day

- GAERC (until 3 November)
05 - European Council

09 - Coreper II
- PSC

10 - (Informal) Integration 
Ministerial Meeting, Groningen
(until 11 November)

- Coreper II/ Coreper I
11 - EU-Russia Summit, The 

Hague
- Triolgue budget

12 - Employment, Social Policy,
Health & Consumer Affairs 
Council

- Coreper I
- PSC

15 - Education, Youth & Culture 
Council (until 16 November)

- Eurogroup
16 - Ecofin Council

- PSC
17 - Coreper I
18 - Coreper II

- PSC
19 - (Informal) Transport, Telecom 

& Energy Ministerial Meeting,
Rotterdam (until 20 
November)

- Coreper I
22 - GAERC and Defence 

Ministerial Meeting 
(until 23 November)

- Agriculture & Fisheries 
Council (until 23 November)

23 - Coreper I
- PSC

24 - Coreper II/ Coreper I
25 - Ecofin Council (budget)

- Competitiveness Council 
(until 26 November)

26 - PSC 
29 - Transport, Telecom & Energy 

Council (until 30 November)
- (Informal) Urban Development

Ministerial Meeting,
Rotterdam (until 30 November)

30 - PSC
- Conciliation

December
01 - Coreper II/ Coreper I
02 - EU-Canada Summit,

The Hague
- JHA Council

(until 3 December)
03 - EU-ACP Ministerial

- Coreper I
- PSC

06 - Employment, Social Policy,
Health & Consumer Affairs 
Council (until 7 December)

- Eurogroup
07 - Ecofin Council

- PSC
08 - EU-China Summit, The Hague

- Coreper II/ Coreper I
09 - Transport, Telecom & Energy 

Council (until 10 December)
Coreper II

- PSC
13 - GAERC (until 14 December)

- Coreper I
14 - PSC
15 - Coreper I
17 - European Council
20 - Environment Council
21 - Agriculture & Fisheries 

Council (until 22 December)
- PSC 

22 - Coreper II
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There is always a great confusion about the name of the Netherlands, which is often referred to as Holland. North
and South Holland are in fact the two coastal provinces in the west, and played an important part in the country’s
history thus creating the strong association with Holland. The Kingdom of the Netherlands in fact consists of
three parts: the Netherlands itself and two countries in the Caribbean, the Netherlandse Antillen and Aruba.

The country is situated on the estuaries of three major Western European rivers - the Rhine, the Maas and the
Schelde. Rotterdam is the largest port in the world and Schiphol airport one of the biggest airports, making the
Netherlands arguably the ‘gateway of Europe’.

In terms of government structures, there are 489 local municipalities in the Netherlands spread over 12
provinces, with Amsterdam the country’s capital city and The Hague, or Den Haag, the its seat of government.
The current coalition government is lead by J.P. Balkenende and consists of the following political parties: CDA
(Christian Democrats), VVD (liberal democrats), D66 (liberal democrats).

The Netherlands was one of the six founding members of what is now the 25 member European Union. These six
countries created an agreement on the trade of coal and steel. This developed into the European Economic
Community, built around the ideas of free movement of workers, goods and services. Two landmark European
Union treaties have been brokered by previous Dutch Presidencies and thus bare the name of Dutch cities –
Maastricht, signed in 1992 and Amsterdam in 1997.

The Netherlands has a constitutional monarchy with Beatrix van Oranje Nassau as its Queen and head of state.
The Netherlands became a kingdom in 1813 with William I of Orange-Nassau the country’s first king, who
originates from Nassau in Germany.

Of course, the Netherlands is well known for its flowers, justifiably so when you realise that 60% of the world’s
commercially grown flowers originate from there. The bulb fields in the provinces of North and South Holland are
most beautiful in April and May, when the daffodils, hyacinths and tulips are in bloom.

There is a long and rich tradition of Dutch painting and the arts. The Netherlands houses many famous museums,
including the Rijksmuseum, the Vincent van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam and the Mauritshuis in The Hague. The
works of Rembrandt, Vermeer, Van Gogh, Mondriaan and many other Dutch masters are known and loved
throughout the world.

About the Netherlands
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Editorial team: Eke Vermeer, Weber Shandwick in The Hague and Susan McConville and Romit Jain, Weber
Shandwick in Brussels.

The Editorial team and Weber Shandwick would like to thank all those involved in contributing to and producing
Inside the Dutch Presidency. For their extended help we would like to thank in particular: Axel Kenes, Gijs
Toxopeus, Danièle Kernoa, Eva Wouters, Paul McCormack and Emma Bowen-Davies.

The views expressed in Inside the Dutch Presidency are those of Weber Shandwick and those third parties
directly attributed to specific sections, and not the Dutch ministries nor Government.

The content remains the intellectual property of Weber Shandwick, other than that accredited to third parties. All
information is correct to the best of our knowledge at the time of going to print.

May 2004
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Many of the images for Inside the Dutch Presidency have been kindly provided by Getty Images. Getty Images is
the world’s leading imagery company, creating and providing the largest and most relevant collection of still and
moving images to communication professionals around the globe. From sports and news photography to archival
and contemporary imagery, Getty Images’ products are found each day in newspapers, magazines, advertising,
films, television, books and websites. Getty Images’ website is the first place customers turn to search, purchase
and download powerful imagery. And for those who wish to commission photographers to fulfil specific needs,
the company maintains a full-service department for custom-shot images.

For more information please visit: www.gettyimages.com.

Rachel Theuns
Tel: +31 20 548 17 76 
Email: rachel.theuns@getty-images.com

mailto:rachel.theuns@getty-images.com
www.gettyimages.com
www.gettyimages.com




John Russell, chief executive, Weber Shandwick, Park Leopold, 50 Rue Wiertz, B-1050, Brussels
Tel: +32 2 230 07 75  Fax: +32 2 230 14 96 eu-presidency@webershandwick.com 

Jurgen de Vries, director public affairs, Weber Shandwick, Koninginnegracht 23 NL-2514 AB The Hague, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 70 312 1070  Fax: +31 70 36 43 770 euvoorzitterschap@webershandwick.com

www.webershandwick.com
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